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Abstract 

This thesis presents a case study of the conflict surrounding Dave's World, 
in Maple Ridge, British Columbia. Dave 's World was an eclectic collection 
of objects that becante the epicenter of a 7-year conjlict over whether or not 
the site should be 'cleaned up. ' Although the M@e Ridge municipl 
government and Dave 's World operator Dcniid Alexunder were the initial 
participanrs in the contflict, it came to involve many members of the public, 
regional and provincial government authorities, the courts and the police. 
The case is unique and rich; the resemch, qualitative und exploratory. 

The primary research question is: How does a bylaw i n m i o n  lead to the 
use of police force to clean someone 's yard? The coniflict is jrst analyzed 
as a discursive sîruggle to establish the meaning of h e ' s  World. A 
constructionist approach is used to examine three central claims to the huth 
about Dave 's Wwld and a brwder style of &sis is introduced to situate 
these claimr within the context ofambient social discourses. An account of 
the conjlict's consîruction in the formal legal system reveals how some 
claims and claimants are silenced in someforums. 

The analysis then expandr along several mes. An examination of police 
intervention highlighrs a contradiction beîween the rhetoric and actions of 
government oflciuls. An exploration of the spatial and social 
reorganizaîron of the area suggests that space and our social concepfions of 
it exercise a subtZe d ubiquitolrs influence upon the confict. Final1y1 an 
economic t w n  of events serves to punctuate the ever-present role ofJinance 
in the conjlict. The thesis concludes that limel spacel economics, discourse 
and aestheîics are mutwlfy comtituted in, by and uround the conjlict over 
Dave 's World, 4nd that these dimensions ought not to be partitioned in our 
quest to understand social phenomena 
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INTRODU~ON 

At 0200 hours, January 22,1998,38 armed police officers and two police dogs 

confionteci a group of about 50 protesters gathered around David Alexander and Dave's 

World in Maple Ridge, British Columbia. Their mission: to tidy up. This papa 

examines the 7-year codict surrounding the police-enfotced cleansing of Dave's World. 

In the most neutral of terms, Dave's World can be describeci as 'an eclectic collection of 

objects houscd in and around several buildings alongside the Lougheed Highway in the 

community of Whonnock.' However, most descriptions of the site range from a 

'dangerous, disgusting junk-pile' to a 'beautifid and educational heritage site.' These and 

other conflicting def~t ions form the cote of the conflict-it is a stniggle to establish the 

rricth about Dave 's World. 

David Alexander is the self-styled creator, collecter and curator of Dave's World. He is 

the pivotal character of the site and notwithstanding the descriptions cited above, Dave's 

World cannot be adequately understood apart h m  Dave. Initially renting and occupying 

the property in 1978, Alexander has been collecting, displayhg and trading various 

objects of interest there since the mid-1980s. His collection has included memorabilia 

h m  the 1986 World Exposition in Vancouver, magazines, books and catalogues 

published throughout the 20' century; f m  and industrial equipmcnt relevant to the 

a m ' s  history; numerous household items, wheelbmws, buckets, saws, paintings, dolls 

and so on. AlexanderYs collection gtew to span the entire property and portions of 

several adjacent pmperties under the care and control of provincial authorities.' 

' Adjacait lots and highway casernent arc under the acgis of the British Columbia Minisay of 
T-on amd Highways (sce survey on page 24). 



Over the years, Alexander has becorne well known in the community for his eccentric 

personality and unique collection, and more recently for bis conflict with govenunent 

authonties. The local and regional press have published numecous articles pertaining to 

Alexander, bis collection and îhe conflict, and for many local residents and passers-by, 

Dave's World became a Maple Ridge landmark as well as a contentious site of public and 

government attention. 

The codict emerged with the District of Maple Ridge's contention that Dave's World 

was unsightly and untidy. nius the property violated the District's "Unsightly-Untidy 

By-law."' Numemus other legal infrections were subsequently 'discovered' via a series 

of inspections by the District's health, f?te and bylaw agencies, and Alexander was 

ordered to comply with the various regdations invoked, Public knowledge of and 

interest in the site generated considerable d i a  coverage and in turn media attention 

heightened public interest. Some menibers of the public expressed their views in letters 

to the editocs of newspapers, and many of those published supported Alexander's 

resistance to the District's cleansing efforts. 

As the codict unfolded, it spread into venues beyond the municipality. District officiais 

sought to place the issue in the jurisdiction of provincial agencies; Alexander brought his 

resistance to the provincial courts with some success; and the District in tum launched 

legal proceedings to enforce the Unsightly-Untidy By-law and other regulatory codes. 

Court proceediigs culminated in the granting of an injunction to remove objects h m  the 

pmperty and another to remove and restrain people h m  entering the property: police 

force was used to effect the cleaasing of Dave's World in January of 1998. Alexander 

and other supporters of Dave's World subsequentiy rebuilt the site, and in 1999 the 

District of Maple Ridge purchaseà the property and ordered Alexander to vacate. 

The primary question guiding this research is: How does a bylaw UiEraction lead to the 

use of police force to c lan  up sorncone's yard? The expansive and open-ended nature of 

By-Iaw No. 952 - 1970, A By-hw to ngulinc rmtidy and uasightiy prcmises in tbc District of Maple 
Ridge (see Appcnduc A, page 102 far a copy ofthe By-iaw). 
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the question confonns to the exploratory and qualitative approach taken. The tesacch is 

primacily inductive: initial concepts and themes were drawn h m  the data and then 

theoreticai literatwe was sought to guide M e r  development and analyses of these 

concepts and themes. The answers to the research question are many and varied; here 1 

explore those events and rationales that appeat most important to understanding how the 

confiict d t e d  to the use of police force. The thesis offers some suggestions as to why 

the confiict may have unfoldeci as, when and where it did. 

Drawing and building on my initial impressions of the data, the confiict is first analyzed 

as a definitional struggle. Severai confiicting and competing versions of what Dave's 

World is are advanced and defended in various overlapping forums. This definitional 

process can be expressed as daims-maùing. W e  central claims-Dave's World is 

ugly; Dave's World is a museum; and Dave's World is dangerous-are identified, 

described and compared using a constructionist model of social problems analysis 

developed by Ibarra and Kitsuse (1993). While the application of this model reveals that 

social problems are constnicted in similar and pattemed ways across cases, its narrow 

historical and spatial parameters invite the application of a more historically oriented 

version of social problems analysis drawn fiom the work of Leslie Miller (1 993) and 

others. Miller's work broadens the scope of the study by drawing a link between the 

micmlevel rhetorical dimensions of daims-making (as developed in the work of Ibarra 

and Kitsuse) and the macro-level, historically grounded discoutses upon and within 

which claims are constructeci and delivered. Miller's account also sheds light on the 

importance of epistemology for understanding claims-making activities and the relative 

success of particular claims at particular times and places. 

The definitional batîîe over Dave's World takes place within and across several 
b 

discursive/rhetoncal venues, the features of which have implications for the kinds of 

speakers and claims that ate advanced, heard, understood andlor accepted within a given 

forum. Most notably, the implicit and explicit epistemological d e s  of forums act to 

' d e  out' various types of claims, claimants, knowledges and d t i e s .  Claims are thus 

molded by the amas of their articulation. The analysis highlights the contrast between 
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the popular construction of the conflict in the localized civic forum and its subsequent 

and collateral (re)consaw:tion in the Iegal forum. It is in this process of legal translation 

that the 'realities' of Dave's World are most thoroughly fiitered and most narrowly 

constnied, and it is in the legal forum that an entire community of speakers is silenced. 

Recognizing that claims-making discourse is not genecated and delivered in a vacuum, 

nor simply within the (mim)fonims of theù delivery, the scope of the analysis is 

expanded to situate the discursive features of the stniggle within several other dimensions 

that play a role in the development and outcomes of the conflict, Fit, the discourse is 

contrasted with the cleansing itself, where we find a notable contradiction between the 

means and goals of the District of Maple Ridge: in the interest of public safety, the 

District chose a course of action that ultirnately endangered and injured members of the 

public. 

Second, the spatial reorganiation of Mapk Ridge is introduced to illustrate that the 

discourses and actions of the conflict are relevant and related to the ma's changing 

landscape, which is in tum intedependent with changing social and economic 

arrangements, aesthetic sensibilities and lifestyles. The ongoing suburbanization of 

Maple Ridge exerts an influence upon regional events in general and the conflict in 

particular via the re-codification of space in accordance with a broader set of imperatives. 

Dave's World is read as a conveyor of symbols; a claims-making text in the srniggle to 

establish its own tmth and meaning in the battle to resist the cultutal and spatial 

impositions of the "new" Maple Ridge. 

Third, economic intlwnces force their way into the analysis via a secies of events that 

uitimately had important coasepuences for Dave's World and Alexander. Rather than 

displace the discursive themes of the analysis, economics and discourse are situated as 

mutually dependent and interactive dimensions of the confiict. While economic factors 

permeate the conflicî, theu effects are most visiile and direct when the District purchased 

Dave's World in 1999. 



Tbe thesis concludes that time, space, economics, discourse and aesthetics are mutudly 

constituted dimensions that ought not to be analytically segregated in the quest to 

understand how a messy yard invited or p m k e d  the cleansing time, 

Otnanization of the Thesis 

The thesis is organized into 8 parts. 1 begin with a background summa y of the main 

events that comprise the conflict; provide a pictorial that captures some of the aesthetic 

character of Dave's World; and outline the methods, data and approach of the research. 

The process of g a g  startcd with the analysis is recounted, and 1 tum to an exploration 

of three deillitional themes that emerge within the conflict: an aesthetic rhetoric; the 

museunt; and a discourse of danger. The legal (re)constructioa and constriction of the 

conflict is then examined and contrastai with the construction of the conflict in the civic 

d m .  A broder tack is then taken by situating discoune within the context of the 

cleansing itself, which provides an opporiunity to study the diction of contradiction; 

against the backdrop of the mburban imperative that reshapes the landscape of Maple 

Ridge; and within the realrn of an economic turn that transfomed Dave's World. My 

conclusions offer some closing comments on the conflict and the theoretical directions 

taken in the analysis, as well as an update on recent events. 



BACKGROUND SUMMARY 
Maple Ridge 

Maple Ridge is a municipal disûict located dong the north bank of the Fraser River in the 

Lower Mainland region of British Columbia, The district comprises some 239 square 

kilometers and is traversed in an east-West dwction by the municipality's main 

thoroughftue, the Lougheed Highway, which nins mughly parailel with the Fraser River. 

Haney, the District's wban center, Lies in the Iower middle region of the municipality, 

also dong the Lougheed Highway. Some 45 kilometres West of Maple Ridge is the city 

of Vancouver, while the District's eastern boundary abuts the District of Mission. Dave's 

World is located appmximately 1 1 kilometers East of Haney, in the community of 

Whonnock, near the District of Mission. For M e r  details, see the map on page 25. 

The Corporation of the District of Maple Ridge is the goveming body of the 

municipality, headed by a Mayor and six Councilors, incorporated in 1874, the district's 

economy has traditionally been based on fanning and forestry, although today many 

residents commute to Vancouver and other locations outside the municipality. The 

estimated 1998 population of Maple Ridge was 58,354.' 

According to the District's Internet site, "Maple Ridge presents a wealth of diversity 

while defjhg definition;" it is a "dynamic community where there is m m  to grow, lots 

to do, and people who tare.'" Official descriptions of the District ofien refer to the rural 

character of the area and residents' ability to "enjoy the advantages of proximity to a 

sophisticated urban centre (Vansouver), without the disadvantages of big-city life."' in 

1971, the Maple Ridge Council adopted adevelopment report that States "the major asset 

of Maple Ridge is its 'rurai chatacter'" and "policies will guide future developmcnt into 

preserving this chamter.'* Trafic signs in Maple Ridge advise that one can "expect 

horses on oui: mads." 

'DMctofMapkR+Inmanrs~~J/www. ' .au'- (no langer avaiiable). ' hPpJ/www.distn'ctmipICndgegecalwcIcome.h~tm vailable). ' 1bid. 
Dewdney Alouette Regional D i i  Plamhg Department. 1971. "ûenetal Development Concept," in 

Planning G d  Md Guidelines f i  M i e  R*e: 1972 &O 1976; p. 
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Growth and development have been on the Maple Ridge municipal agenda since at least 

the 1950's, when a '''subutban' migration" of cornmuters moved to the area h m  

Van~ouver,~ and the topic is ofien high on the slate of municipal politicians. In the late 

196OYs, the Long Range Regionai Plan for the Lower Mainland foresaw "almost al1 of 

Maple Ridge's buildable [sic] area developing into a Regional Town of more than 

200,000 people," and according to the District, "These prospects provide a background 

for local planning in Maple Ridge.'" 

David Alexander 

David Alexander was born on July 12,1946. He gsew up and attended schools in 

Coquitlam, where his father still tesides in the family home. He is the second eldest of 

six children, three boys and three girls. Mer gmduating h m  Port Moody Secondary 

Schml, AIexander enterai the work force and has since been employed in a number of 

diverse occupations. He has been a shingie sawyer in the mills l i i g  the Fraser River; an 

outreach counselor under the Department of indian Affairs; a commercial fisher and a 

personnel manager. 

Over the years, a series of workplace and recreationai accidents befell Alexander. In 

1970, his back was broken in several places in an industrial accident at a lumber d l .  

Since then, Alexander has attended Simon Fraser University where he studied sociology 

and anthropology. He has also doue work with the Disabled Workers Association and 

been an advocate for the disabled. In 1978, Alexander moved to the site chat would later 

come to be known as Dave's Place and then Dave's World, where he intended to operate 

a sign-making business with  th^ pmperty's owner, Ulrich Zenket. However, Alexander 

was unable to obtain a business iicease h m  the municipality, as the pmperty was said to 

be under the jurisdiction of provincial authorities. 

' Lower Mainland Regional Planning B d  1967. Prcpsed Comlll~tity Planfor the Dbtrict of Mapie 
Ridge: Mitnici@ PPlanng Service, p. 5. ' Ibid. 
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The site at 26981 Lougheed Highway pave's World) Iias been a hub of activity since 

Alexander's arrivai. He operated a small auto-body business for some tirne, employing 

and servicing locai redents, and he traded in various goods to augment his disability 

pension. In 1982, Alexander decided to display his growing collection of memorabilia in 

the fonn of a 'people's museum.' 

Alexander states that he was "raised with good principles," emphasizing democracy, 

human rights and civil liberties. He might be described as anti-authoritarian and as an 

individualist. In his own words he "questions things." As a society, Alexander believes 

we are increasingly abject to d e s  that govern the details of our lives. He has described 

many in society as "sommnbulant clones" willing to obey the d e s  simply because they 

are the d e s .  Alexander objects to this blind obedience. The conflict over Dave's World 

is not the first battle Alexander has had with authority, and it is unlikely to be the last. 

Alexander currentiy lives in the District of Mission with his wife Barb and their four 

children. 

The Confict 

The confiict over Dave's World began on November 12, 1992, with a citizen complaint 

filed with the District of Maple Ridge. The complaint was received by telephone, and 

although the Disûict's record of the cd1 is vague, subsequent municipal records suggest 

the substance of the objection was the 'unsightliness' of the properties at Dave's W0r1d.~ 

The complaint record states simply "Complaints again Re: this."I0 Within hom of this 

call, District bylaw officers attended and inspected the site, concluding that it violated the 

District's "Unsigbtly-Untidy By-law."" Alexander was ordered to "clean up" various 

sections of the p10perty.'~ Municipal records reveal no prior cornplaints that would 

corroborate use of the term 'again.' 

"By-law enhrccmcnt rrecivcd a cornplaint in Novernber 1992 regadhg the unsighthess of the 
pOmpey,'' in a M m  noni tbe Municipal Clak to the Administraior, Junc 25,1993, p. 1. 

Acaon kqum, Nowmkr 12,1992 Roll # 94733ûiMW. '' As evidcnccd by several entries in the "Action Taken" portion o f  the Action Rquest fonn datcd 
Novemk 12,1992 Roll # 947330O00-1. 
l2 lbid 
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Although Alexander was given two weeks to eomply with the Unsightly-Untidy By-law, 

two days a f k  îhe initial compIaint, inspection and order to clean up, District officids 

cequested the local health departmentI3 to inspect the property. Grounds cited in the 

tequest inciuded: the preniises were ' M t  to live in;" thete were concerns about "where 

the sewage [was] going;" and, accordhg to District inspectors, there were "several hippie 

îype people (ârugs) long bearded & rough types swaîiing [sic] the= with no facilities."" 

The local health inçpector attended and inspected the site on November 30, fhding that 

"dthough the . . . midents wete living in fit. no immediate healih hazard was 

obse~ed."'~ District officiais were infonned that the site would be monitored and "if a 

rodent infestation or hurnan waste contamination is observed," appropriate health orders 

would be issued. l6 

Thus began a litany of inspections by District bylaw oficers, health authorities, and the 

Maple Ridge Fire Department. Throughout the remainder of 1992 and the early part of 

1993, District bylaw officers conducted a series of additional on-site and 'drive-by' 

inspections, furthet defining Alexander's property as king in contravention of numerous 

regdatory codes in addition to îhe unsightiy untidy bylaw. The Mapb Ridge Fire 

Depariment inspecteci the site and added a number of fire safety infractions to the 

growing list of violations, and the heaith department re-inspected the site, finding 

inadquate sewage fiicilities and no source of potable water. A Healih Order was issued 

against Alexander and the property's owner in Apd 1993 citing violations of the Sewage 

Disposai Regulations." By mid-1993, Dave's World had been defined in contravention 

of building, zoning, business, parking, sign, sewage, water and fire-dety codes. As 

Alexander wouid later put it, he was "besieged by more inspectors that a meat packhg 

house" and uassailed by eve y bancch of municipal goverment tbat was e v a  invented."" 

'' nit Centrai Fraser Valley Health Unit. 
" Senitdon htake Form, Novanber 17, lm. bspection Rqiicst hm Maple Ridge Bylaw Enforcemen: 

SylVii J ~ O .  Roll lt 94733-0000-1. 
In a let& datai Ianuary 19,1993, fiwi Envhnmcntal Hdth Oflticer Tim Littic of the Central Fraser 

xlley Health Unit to MapIe Ridge By-Iaw Enforcement OaPcer Daw Stephenson. 
Ibid " Orda ~ndcr section 68 of aht Hcatb Act RSBC 1909, C. 161, April21,1993. 

lS Writ of Summons, ExhiYi B of AEdavit swom by D. AIexandcr. Septemkr 13, 1995, Supreme Court of 
British Columbia, New W e s m i i ~ c r ~  Registry NumkrS027400400 
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Despite numerou m p t s  by the District ta engage property owner and landlord Uirich 

Zenkcr in the dispute, he temained silent. District officials nfer to Zenker as a Wvery 

elusive individual."" 

Alexander took measures to camply with health regdations and orders: he l e d  and 

ananged rhe s e ~ c i n g  of a 'Porta-Potty,'" and contracted to have water delivered to tbe 

site-a common practice in the area. When the h d t h  department saw the "Jiffy-John," 

they photographecl the kiüty and notified Alexander that he needed a permit to operate 

kZ' Alexander soan applied for and received a six-month pemiit h m  the health 

department to operate the facilitytYP District officials were notified by ihe healtû oficer 

îhat îhe p e d t  was ''ternwrar~P that it would ''na be re-issued," and 'bhen this permit 

expires [the health inspeetar] will issue a health act order for the place to be 

As the list of infiactions against Aiexander and Dave's World grew, so too did 

Aiexander's resalve to resist the District's definitions of and actions against his property. 

And so too grew Alexander's collection of objects. In September of 1993, the health 

inspector retumed to the site and substantialiy revised his previous conclusion that there 

were "no immediate health hazardq" finding instead that the "parcel poses a health risk 

to the occupiers of the land and to the patrons who view the museum" (underscore in 

originaI)?' At thir the, the District was inforneci that the health inspector had "ordered 

the removal of the 'Porta-John' by Octobet 3 1, 1993," and "[t]herefore, on the first of 

November, 1993, the occupants of this home will have no approved method of Sewage 

Disposal.'* In keepiag with his memorandum to the District six months earlier, the 

'' in a memocandum h m  Chicf Firc ntvcntîon ûfiicer Dane Spence to Deputy Municiapl Clerk Irene 
gauld, June 24,1993, p 1. 

Rcceipt h m  EZE Rcnt-lt Cenhe (81) Ltd March 15,1!l93. '' Nute to File, April16,1993, Roll # 94733-0000-1. 
* ~ p p l i e i i o n h ~ m i i t i ~ ~ a a m i a a ~ ~ ~ ~ t i i i e h ~ ~ ~ ~ a r c h 4 , 1 9 9 3 .  
a Mcmomdum ûom Tm L'de, Cermal Fraser Valley Hcalth Unit to S. Jimmo* Mapk Ridge Bylaw 
Enfot~emear m#1* Aprü 22,1993. 

+mkr Zû, 1993. Lctm fiom Environmenul Heahh Officer ïim Little ta Maplc Ridge Municipi 
p i c  J i i  McBride. 
in a Memrsadum h m  Environmcucai Health 0- Tim Little, CFVHU, to 1. MeBride, Municipal 

Clerk Mapk Ridge, Scpicmbcr 20,1993. 
10 



heaith inspecter then ordered the premises vracated. Alexander had until November 1st 

1993 to ~ornply.~~ 

It was around this time that Alexander opted to take the most politically direct mute to 

contest the District's actions. In the November 1993 municipal elections, Dave 

campaigned for Mayor of Maple Ridge. Voters cast 1,347 ballots for Alexander, while 

Mayor-elect Car1 Durksen won with 4,089 votes, and m e r - u p  Bernice Gehring 

received 3,613 votes.27 Although he did not win the election, the number of votes cast 

for Alexander speaks to his popularity within the community, and perhaps to a growing 

discontent with the District's handling of the 'pmblem' of Dave's World. 

Followiag the municipal election, both Maple Ridge newspapers-The News and The 

Times-began publishing articles on the conflict, and it became something of a mainstay 

in the local press. It had al1 the elements o€a 'good story': it was controversial; 

aesthetically interesting; involved the 'litiie guy' resisting 'big govenunent'; and the 

central figure was an 'eccentric cwator of eclectic abjects.' Alexander took well to the 

publicity, articulating his views in a humorous and pithy style; numemus photographs 

illustrating the site's unique aesthetic character were published; Dave's World became 

more popular than ever. 

Local citizens began voicing their views on the emerging conflict by writing letters to the 

editors of the local press. The wist majority of published letters were supportive of 

Alexander and Dave's World andor critid of the District's handling of the issue. 

District officials continued to pursue the numemus outstanding infractions against the 

property andlot Alexander. Dave's World, they said, was both an eyesore and a public 

heaith W. In September of 1995 Alexander sou@ relief in the British Columbia 

(BC) Supreme Court h m  what he d e d  the District's "Vindictive practice~."~ The 

District did not attend the proceedings and Alexander was granteci a default judgement: 

26 Order Rusuant Co the Health Act, RSBC 1979, C. 161, September 27, 1993. 
""~lection Results," in The Vmcoyvet Sun, Novcmber 22, 1993, p. 83. 
a September 13,1995. Writ ofSummoas, Exhi'b'i B of Afndavit sworn by D. Alexander. Supreme Court 
of British Columbia, New Westminsîer. Regisûy Number Sûî7400. 
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District officiais and staff were b a r d  h m  entering Dave's World. Upon leaming of the 

injunction, District staff were reportedly "a bit fioored," and some suspected the 

document was a 'Yàke."~ 

Alexander's court victory marked the begbhg of a relatively quiet period in the press. 

However, District officiais continuai to discuss the issue and draw up a plan of action. 

Notably, Disüict records indicate they were engaged in an ultimately unsuccessful bid to 

place the pmblem firmly in provincial jiirisdiction. When Alexander's injunction expired 

in 19%, District lawyers petitioned the court to order Alexander to clean up his property. 

Alexander was granted time to prepare a defense, apply for indigent status, and retain 

legal counsel. At one point in the proceedings, the court ordered Alexander to bar 

members of the public h m  entering the buildings at Dave's World pending further 

hearings. During this closure, Alexander invited Dave's World visitors to write &davits 

in his defense. Thtee-hundred-twenty-nine such documents and an additional 90 

"signatures of Support for Dave" collected by a local business30 were authored. 

On December 13,1996, despite Alexaader's many arguments and his attempt to 

introduce the documents of support submitted by citizens, BC Supreme Court Justice 

Catliff ordered Alexander to bring his pmperty into cornpliance with local building 

codes, the unsigbtly-uatidy bylaw, and zoning bylaws as per the District's request.j1 In 

the meantime, Alexander again carnpaigned for the mayoral seat in the November 1996 

election. Mayor-incumbent Car1 Durksen won the election with 3,773 votes, runner-up 

Belle Morse received 1,721 votes, Craig Spears gamered t ,620 and Alexander received 

1,050. 

Alexander appealed the court's clean-up order, but the decision was ultimately upheld by 

the BC Court of Appeal. Although he tidied up the property and erected a sign 

hstmcting visitors to "please keep this pmperty clean," Alexander neither removed nor 

" "hve's Wald mgo zone pude staff," in in M e  Mayrlet+Piu MQdows News, ~ b u 2 0 , 1 9 9 5 ,  p. 3. 
30 Waves Enterprises, Haney Place Mail Maplc Ridge. 
" British Columbia Supreme Court Order, Dcccmbcr 13, 1996, Vancouver Regismy # A%2769. 
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desimyeci items and buildings as per the court's d i g .  in January of 1998, District 

officials sou& a BC Suprewe Court injunction to enter the premises with a municipally- 

contracted cIean-up crew, oversee the cleansing of the site and f o m d  the expenses to 

the property's owner, Ulrich M e r .  The injunction was granteci and municipal crews, 

accompmied by six police officm, entered into Dave's World at 6:00 AM on January 

20, 1998 to clean the site. Approximately 50 members of the public dso arriveci to 

prukst the cleansing, and as workers began throwing items into severai dumpsters, 

protesters j m d  and shouted "leave his stuffdone" and %ats tight-just throw history 

into the bin."= Alexander grabbed one worker by the shirt and was arrested, taken into 

custody, and chargexi with assault (these charges were latet dropped). Protesters 

remained at the site, and the District aborted the operation due to this 'unexpected 

tesistance.' Dave's World supporters emptied the dumpsters and stmg severai rolls of 

barbed wire in, mund and through Dave's World to thwart further cleansing attempts. 

Mer the aborted cieansing, District officials soughr legal advice and retwned to court 

reqwsting an injunction to 'keep members of the public 50 meters away fiom the 

proprty.' The injunction was granted, and at 2 am., January 22, 1998 District oficids 

retumed to the site with at least 38 armed police officers, 2 police dogs, clean-up crews 

and heavy rna~hinery.~ Again some 50 protesters attended, and despite Alexander's 

urging to "keep the peace," several scUtnes took place and considerable mayhem ensued. 

in the process of removing protesters, swen people, including Alexander, were arrested 

and taken into custody. Dave Alexander, his brother Dale and protester/suspected 

provocateur Andy Golzow (see photograph on page 21) were charged with obstruction of 

justice." Crews d d e d  heavy machinery and several dumpsters, and pmceeded to 

cleanse Dave's World. By the following aftemoon, only the original 1930s building was 

left standinethe rest of the site had been scraped to bare dirt. The total cost of the 

cleansing was $65,6823' 

" V i i  BCnNews, Jauuary22,1998. " Dgaduig on the source of mfbmacioa, the number of poüce officers p m m  ranges h m  38 to 100. 
~kireiidcl and kotber ~ a l e  wcrc more f t ~ ~ l t i y  acquiaed oftûese charges. 

3s ~ * ~ 4 m C o r s d i t r ~ t F a P 1 i # ~ C o u t R r g e i , h f B j i , 1 9 9 B , F l t # ~ .  
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But îhe conflict did not end with this vioIent and costly clean-up. In the months that 

followed the police intervention, Alexaader and supporters in and mund the corrrmunïty 

sought to rebuild Dave's World By April of 1999, The Vancouver Province newspaper 

reports "junk is piling up again at Dave's World hot spot,"M and The Vancouver Sun 

announced "Dave's World arises again as junk retums."" Once again District officiais 

began considering action, dthough this time they opted for a considerably different 

apptoach: they negotiated the putchase of the property and Alexander was ordered to 

vacate. Subsequcnt events wu be taken up later in the thesis. 

PICTORIAL 

The following pictorial section is intended to give the reader some semblance of the 

aesthetic character and composition of Dave's World, as well as the site's location 

relative to surroundhg areas, districts and towns. 

36 April 5, 1999, p. A8. " April3, 1999, p. A7 
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METHODS, DATA AND APPROACH 

Two principal research techniques were employed in this sîudy: in te~ews and analysis 

of archivai data. Congruent with the inductive, exploratory, and qualitative approach 

taken, these two methods became more interhvined as the research proceeded4ta 

gathered h m  interviews led to additional archival sources, and data obtained fiom 

archivai sources identified new participants ad pmmpted M e r  interview questions. In 

other words, the research design allowed the initiai and subsequent research directions 

and themes, as well as the methods employed, to mutually influence one another-to 

shape and guide the research as it unfolded. 

Interview M e t h d  and Data 

Four formal and several informai, preliminary and follow-up interviews were conducted 

with David Aiexander of Maple Ridge. Alexander was informed of his right to withdraw 

h m  the interview process at any tirne during the course of the research, and his right to 

confidentiality andlor anonymity where possible and desired, as per the Terms of 

Reference: Universiîy Research Ethics Review and my Research Propo~al?~ Aiexander did 

not expect, nor did 1 guarantee anonymity, as the specifics and nature of the case 

necessarily reveal his already well-known identity. Data sought h m  interviews with 

Alexander include his history as a collector and comrnunity member, his account of the 

conflict, and his rationale for resisting municipal directives and court orders. 

Ail six Maple Ridge Councilors, including the Mayor, and seven additional District 

officiais and staff, includiig officids of the Uaple Ridge Fire Department were invited to 

participate in the research by providing bnef inte~iews?~ Unfortunately, the District 

declined this invitation, noting th& "[fJoiiowing W e r  review and consultation with out 

[legal] counsel in this matter, repre~ezltatives of the District of Maple Ridge will not be 

participaiing in the pmject nor the requested interview as this issue is still unresolved and 

before the courts."'O 

" Approved by the Simon F m  University Rsseateh Ethics RcviRcview Cornmittee on Febniary 18,1999, 
39 via Icticrs datcâ 5 April1999. Copies of the Statement of Infonned Consent Rcpared for Potential 
Intmi*ewees (sec Appaidix 9, page 104) wem enclos& wirh tne invitations. " in a leacr addmscd to me h m  Municipal Ciuk J. McBride, April14,1999. 
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Given the District's centrai position in the wnfîict, and thereby the importance of 

participation on the part of District officials, several subsequent attempts were made to 

secure interviews and alleviate legal concem. 1 offered to "direct my inquiries to discret 

events thaî eiiher did or did not occur in the past;" avoid questions that may compromise 

pending legal actions; and provide a detailed list of interview questions in advance ta three 

select interviewees (Mayor Car1 Durksen, Municipal Clerk Jim McBride and Chief Fire 

Prevention Oficer Dane Spence). These modified invitations to were likewise declined on 

the advice of District attorneys!' 

1 also approached and spoke with several community members. These participants 

provided a sense of why they were rnotivated to resist authorities, despite the 

inconvenience and potential danger it posed for them (Le. attending all-night vigils to 

defend Dave's World against police-assisted cleansing efforts). Contact with comrnunity 

mernbers was made by a variety of means. In some cases, encounters were a matter of 

serendipity-a byproduct of interviews with Alexander at his Dave's World property and a 

nearby convenience store. in other cases, potential participants were identified andor 

contacted using data obtained h m  various sources throughout the research process. 

Many of the conversations with local residents were unplanned and conducted 'off the 

cuff.' The cornfort of the settings in which they occurred and the familiarity of those 

settings to the participants pmved beneficial to building rapport and remaining as non- 

intrusive as possible. Even the unscheduled and unexpected nature of the encounters 

likely contributed to an easy dialogue. Momver, their observed interaction with 

Alexander in these informal community settings pmvided insight into the social 

relationships and shared understandings of participants. Some local residents provided 

their telephone numbers, and were mbsequently contacted for M e r  information andior 

clarification. 

" In a lmer addrrsxd to me h m  Municipai Cleik J. McBride, May 27,1999. 



Contact with other community members was made via editorial letters 1 sent to local and 

regionai newspapers." The letters invited those who had wcitten or telephoned the 

District of Maple Ridge regarding the issues smunding Dave's World, or those who 

could otherwise contribute to the research, to telephone or Email me. These letters led to 

4 telephone calls and two E d  messages, which provided M e r  data relevant to the 

confiict. 

Community participants were infoxmed of what I was doing and why, as well as their 

basic right not to participate, and their nght to s p i c  confidentially. In an effort to keep 

the rapport informal, these participants were not asked to sign consent forms-a practice 

supported by the Tri-Council Policy Starment (1998) and acknowledged in rny Research 

Proposal. 

1 also conducted two interviews with Chuck Russell, a photojoumalist employed by a 

Maple Ridge newspaper. Mt. Russell had attend4 and photographed Dave's World on 

several occasions including the Janii~cy 1998 civil protests and police intervention. In 

addition to providing some press perspective on the case, Russell offered access to 

numerous photographs of Dave's Wodd and the events that transpired there, as well as 

personal insights based on experiences at the site. 

Additionally, 1 conducted severai telephone interviews with persons whose names came to 

my attention in the process of doing the research and examining the data. For exarnple, 1 

spoke by telephone with the writer of a cornplaint letter that was sent to the District of 

Maple Ridge, as well as Ulrich Zenker, the owner of the property rented by Alexander. 

Contact was likewise made with Ionny Fulker, au arts student who made a short 

docurnentary film about Dave's World and the codict, These participants provided their 

respective perspectives on the conflict over and cleansing of Dave's World. 

~eacrs  w a e  published in The V(u1c0yvsSun and The M@e Rhfge-PPin Meaclows News. 
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Archival Meth& und Datu I: -al, OOQicial and Mer DocununIs 

Archivai data include some 1387 pages of legai, officiai and other documents relevant to 

the case. By fat the most plentifid source of tbis data was Mr. Alexander, who allowed 

me to photocopy his many records. Among the documents Alexander provided were 

legd records (court orders, rulings, submissions, etc.); information obtained h m  the 

District of Maple Ridge via several Freedom of Information requests (meeting minutes, 

communications, reports and so on); letters to and fiom the District of Maple Ridge, to 

the local newspapers and h m  members of the public to Alexander. 

Alexander's collection also included 329 documents of support authored and signed by 

citizens who had visited Dave's World in 1996. These records provided insight into the 

thoughts and rationales of those who attended Dave's World during this period. In order 

to ensure the authenticity of these documents, 1 selected a random sample of 33 (one 

tenth)u and cross-referenced the names and addresses of the authors with Intemet 

telephone d'ltect~ries.~ Of the 33 documents in the sample, 21 included the first name, 

last aame and Street address of the author, and 1 was able to CO& 15 documents by last 

name and address via the directory listings. Two additional documents were verified by 

rnatching the last name and town of residence (in these two cases, there was only one 

directory listing with the sarne name and town). In dl, then, 17 of the 33 documents in 

the sample were venfied in this way. Given the rate of attrition one might expect when 

seeking this kind of infornation four years after the documents were written, and the 

portion of people that may be 'unlisted' in telephone directories, 1 concluded there was 

sdc ien t  evidence to believe these documents were authentic. 1 therefore opted to use 

them in my analysis. 

Further documentation was obtained Etom the District of Maple Ridge and the Centrai 

Fraser Valley Health Unit via requests made under the British Columbia Freedom of 

Infmmon and Rotection of Macy  Act. Alexander provided written consent for the 

a Documents w m  shu- anâ numknd; a random numkr table was used to select the fm document 
@ ~ m k t  5); end e w  Mtb documc11t W S  XI& f~ tht ~ampk. 

Dinctory listings wme d ac 'htipJ/~.mybc.com~mid«ia'aY.. 
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release of these documents as per the requi~ments of the Act. Al1 records of citizen 

cornplaints about Dave's World a d o r  about the actions and decisions of the District of 

Maple Ridge regardhg the site were quesied h m  the District. This request produced 22 

documents, and the Municipal Clerk iaformed me that there were aiso "many telephone 

calls to elected officials and staffaround this matter," but "no record of those calls was 

kept.'" Documents reqwsted and obtainced h m  the Health Unit were ail records 

pertaining to David Alexander or bis property at and around 26981 Lougheed Highway. 

This request produced 43 pages of documents. 

Additional data were obtained fiom the intemet site of the Supreme Court of British 

C~lwnbia,~ the British Columbia Statistics (BCSTATS) internet site," and the District of 

Maple Ridge internet siteu Ail archival records (iicluding newspaper articles) were 

perused, categorized by type and cataloguai in a cornputer-generated table. 

Archival Metho& und Dsiio II: The h m  

Another source of archival data is newspaper coverage. Several local newspapers and 

both major Vancouver newspapers have published articles on the conflict surrounding 

Dave's World. 

Collection of relevant articles published in major Canadian newspapers was 

accomplished by accessing the C 4 d i ~  NewsDish database. The NewsDisks contain 

Ml-text electronic articles published in metroplitan and national newspapers, includiig 

The Vancouver Sun and The Vancouver Province. Although there are discrepancies 

regarding the search capabilities of oldet and newer CD-ROM databases, numemus 

configurations of Boolean searches w m  pdormed to identify articles about Dave's 

World and Alexander. 



In total, 56 relevant articles were downloaded h m  the database, sorted, catalogued, 

printed and perused. The ftequency of articles by metroplitan newspaper is as follows: 

30 in The Vancouver Sun; 22 in The Vrmnnrver Province; two in the Edmonton JournaI; 

one in The Calgay Heralb; and one in The Ottawa Citizen. 

Tkc Local PrcPs 

Articles published in the two Maple Ridge newspapers, The Maple Ridge-Pitt Meadows 

Times (The Times) and The WpIe Ridge-Pitt Meudows News (The News) as well as several 

other municipal newspapers outside of Maple Ridge, were obtained by a variety of 

methods. No convenient database exists for tetrieval of these texts. 

1 began with a sizeable collection of articles provided by Barb Tattersall, Alexander's wife. 

1 p e d  and organized the articles and catalogwd them in a computer-generated table. To 

assess the completeness of the collection, 1 compared and augmented it with a sample 

drawn h m  the archives of The Times, which includes newspapers published by both The 

Times and The News. A sample was used for compaison because combiig every 

newspaper published by the two local newspapers since the conflict began-four issues per 

week for a total of 1400 issues-w fb beyond the temporal and fiscal allowance of the 

project. 

Sampling consisted of peming ail Times and News newspapers published in January and 

July of each year h m  1993 thtough 1999. Eight of these issues were either missing fiom 

or rnisplaced in the archive, and the remaining 48 newspapers produced only six articles 

that had not already been obtained, suggestiag that the collection was reasonably complete. 

The collection was furihet compared and augmented with a collection of articles on 

Alexander andfor Dave's World held by the Maple Ridge Public Library. This collection 

consisted of 39 newspapex articles, 7 of which had not been obtained previously. 

The Maple Ridge Public Library also had a copy of a folder on Alexander / Dave's Wodd 

compiled and held by the MapIe Ridge Museum. This folder containeci 37 newspaper 

articles, 4 of which ùad not pviously b obtained. In total, 15 1 articles published in 



local (as opposed to metroplitan) newspapers were obtained: 73 fiom The Maple Ridge 

News; 57 h m  The Mqplc Ridge Times; five h m  the Mission C@ ~ecord"; one h m  the 

Fruser P311ey ~ e c o r p ;  aud 15 of uucertain origin (due to misshg headers, etc.). 

Al1 Pnss Item 

n ie  totai number of relevant newspaper articles collected is 207. Of these articles, 1 15 are 

'news* items; 54 are 'editorial letten'; 18 are 'columns'; 8 are 'editorids*; 7 are stand- 

alone captioned photograpk, one is an advertisement and 4 are of an uncertain type. 

Cornpressing the latter 4 types into the category 'other7 results in the distribution by 

newspaper by type of article illustrated in the following chart. 

Distribution by Newspaper by Type of Article 

(n=13) ( ~ 5 1 )  ( ~ 3 0 )  (n=22) (-10) ( ~ 1 5 )  

Newspaper 

As can be seen in Chart One, a considerable portion of newspaper articles are letters h m  

readers (n=54), second in fkquency only to 'news* articles (n=115). Not surprisingly, 

the frquency of articles across newspapers mughly reflects the newspaper7s proximity to 

* nibiïshtd in the neighbociag District of Mi&m " P u b i i i  in the nearby Dhct of Abbotshrd. 



the confiict; laxi newspap  published apximately 63 percent of the total number of 

articles. 

Chart Two shows the cumulative fkquency of articles across t h e  by newspaper. The 

sharp increase in the fïrst quarter of 1998 represents press coverage of the police-assisted 

cleansing of Dave's World. nie les-pronounced spike in the fourth quarter of 1996 is 

comprised of municipal election coverage of Alexander's second campaign for Mayor 

and news of the BC Supreme Court ordet for Alexander to clean up his property. ïhe 

initial spike in the first quartet of 1994 is comprised of news conceming Alexander's first 

run for Mayor in the 1993 election and the wnflict's initial emergence in the press. The 

overall configuration of this distribution reveals the largely incident-driven nature of 

press coverage-just over half (52.7%) of al1 articles collected were published in the first 

quarter of 1998. The relatively consistent distribution across newspapers suggests that 

the collection of press items gathered is reasonably complete, or at least reasonably 

representative. 



Arckntol Mclltods and Daîa IIlr Phoîogtwphs, Pïdeo&pe and Audiotope 

Data also include 228 photographs in addition to those published in newspapers and 

featured in comt documents. Photograpbs range h m  images of the site before it became 

a 'pmblem' to images of protests, m s t s  and other activities. Mote than 6 hours of 

videotape recordings include television news stories, "home" videotape shot by visitors 

and protesters at and mund Dave's Wodd, and docurnentary-style compositions 

pertaining to the site andfor the conflict. Audiatapes of two radio interviews with 

Alexander and a supporter were also obtained. 

Reviewing these data offered a glimpse into the aesthetic, cultural and emotional 

dimensions of the conflict. The images, sounds, voices and actions captured by these 

multimedia methods enriched the data considerably. From the body language expressed 

in the chaotic protests and arrests of early 1998 to the relaxed disposition of Dave's 

World visiton during less tumultuous times; h m  the snarling of police dogs to the 

concerus, tributes and idiomatic expressions of local residents, these data provided a 

richness tbat other sources were unable to capture. 

Approuch 

Much of my methodology and appmach are drawn from Becker (1998); Glesne and 

Peshkin (1992); Palys (1997); and Ragin (1994). Most notably, I drew upon Palys' 

discussion of tbe dialectic between theory and data (1997: 46-68), and the role of iterative 

processes in qualitative research (298-9). in a similar vein, Ragin's discussions on 

retroductioa ("the interplay of induction and deduction") (47), the interaction between 

'images' and 'analytic fiames' (55-76,102), and the dialogue between ideas and evidence 

(55-76) pmvided rnethodological direction. These authors offered techniques for seein~ 

the research as a ~re~veprocess  in which the cesearcher develops themes and areas of 

interest by reflecting on the data and subsequently drawing theoretical material into the 

P m -  

1 began with what Palys (1997: 298), ârawing on Huberman and Mies, calls a 'loose' 

design. Such a design worlrs well in qualitative research pmjects where there is a 
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considerable amount of &ta and a lack of initial focus. The breviiy of my initial research 

question speaks volumes to the broadness of its scope: How does a bylaw Uifiaction lead 

to the use of police force to clan up someone's yard? Such a question bas many 

answers, and a fiuidamental part of the research process was narrowing the scope of 

analysis. Working closely with the data, 1 developed pmmising themes for understanding 

the confiict, its ptocesses and its outcornes. Subsequently, 1 explored various lines of 

theory in an effort to find modcls / concepts / theories / perspectives that offered some 

utility for understaudhg the conflict in the context of the research question. 1 was 

looking for a ' g d  fit.' 

Ragin (1994) describes this open-ended design as having a fluid rather than a fixed or 

flexible analytic h e .  Such a design is compatible with research in which the analyst 

may "start with several fiames, and move fluidly among hem depending on the nature of 

the evidence as it accumulates" (75). At the outset of my research, four general avenues 

of inquiry were proposecl: "the mobilization of law; the structure and decision-making 

paths of municipal politics; civil support for and resistance to legal enforcement; and 

media representation of the conflict and its cbamcter~."~' As the research proceeded, 

these focal areas were augmented, expanded, and altered in keeping with the themes that 

appeared most relevant and usefiil to the study, and in keeping with the scope and 

limitations of the project. 

A fluid design is also conducive to research that seeks to "give voice" to an individual or 

group of people whose views have been silenced or otherwise marginalized. Although 1 

did not initidly foresee this as a purpose of the research, in retrospect the data and the 

themes 1 have drawn h m  it have this effect. Becker's (1998) Tricks of the Trade 

provided tools to explore the conflict as a complex process, rather than a series of 

causaily related and predictable events, and-ii keeping with inductive principles-to let 

Whe case d e h e  the concept," rather tban vice-versa (123). 



The research methods describecl by Glesne and Peshkin (1W2) were pariicularly helpfui 

for organizing, categoripng, cataloguing and displayhg data. Given the large amount of 

materials collected for this analyslis, and the richness and diversity of that material, some 

practical guidance on how to manage it was beneflcial. 1 drew on these authors to 

constnict visual devices I i e  tirnelines, tlowcharts, and tables. Although Glesne and 

Peshkin find (in 1992) that using word processors to code and sort data is 'inefficient', 1 

found it a versatiie and flexible means of accomplishing this and more. It is worîh 

mentionhg this technique briefly, as 0th- may benefit fiom its simplicity and 

usefulness. 

A table with several rows and colurnns was created in a wod processor, and each unit of 

data (i.e., document, newspaper article, major event) was entered in its own row. Seved 

rudimentary axes were used to initiate a coding scheme. For example, the date of the 

event / article / document was entered in the first column; the second column was used to 

code the basic typology of the data (Le. newspaper article, legal document, photopph, 

etc.); and the third column was dedicated to a more refined typology (i.e., which 

newspaper the article was published in; whether it was a legal petition, afEdavit, 

summons, or ruiing and so on). As the database grew, more columns and rows were 

added to accommodate more data and a further-refined coding scheme. 

1 could also manipulate the table in any number of ways-by 'sorting' it accordiig to 

date, type, sub-type, author, and so on; by adding various colors to the backgrounds of 

cells and groups of cells for easy identification of entries and/or types of data; by 

'copying' and 'pasting' segments of the table into new tables dedicated to specific types 

of data, etc. Any given item of data could quickly and easily be located and viewed in 

relation to other items, and tables muid be searcheci electronically for words used in the 

coding scheme. In mm, the labrious task of e n h g  the data was well rewarded by the 

simplicity and flexibility of the table. Considering the amount of material collected for 

the ptojecî, 1 would likely bave spent more time looking for data in my archive-had 1 

not coasûucted the tables-than it took io enter the data. 1 highiy recommend this 



technique if one is working with large amounts of material and/or if the research design is 

reiatively open-endd. 

F i l y ,  a discussion of my methods and appmach would be incomplete without some 

account of moi: theory and data alone do not produce analyses. Research and analysis are 

mative processes in which the researcherldyst stimulates, facilitates and mediates the 

retroductive interaction between data and theory. Acknowledging the analyst's active 

role in the process encourages reflexivity and discourages an unjustified sense of 

objectivity. 1 am, by virtue of studying and writing on the subject, a participant in the 

social construction and reconstruction of Dave's World and the conflict sumunding it; 1 

become a player in the process 1 study. As Tmyer observes, "social scientists are not just 

describig a world that exists, they are 'creahg it' with their rhetorical practices" (1993: 

121). This point is perhaps al1 the more salient given that my analysis empkizes the 

rhetorical constructions of Dave's World advanced in the conflict. 

Despite attention to the interactive, iterative, andlor retroductive aspects of research, 

much of the methodological literature gloses over the central role of the analyst: the 

raison d'être of these processes. Analysts, like their subjects, are situated in particulai. 

historical, spatial and cultural contexts, and it is important to recognize and reveai this 

inevitable situation. That this contextual embeddedness is constant is no guarantee that it 

will be widely acknowledged-ii fact, the very consistency of such things ofien hides 

them h m  our view and scmtiny. 

While 1 cannot remove myself h m  the social, political, discursive and material contexts 

in which 1 find myself, 1 have sought to be thorougù in my data collection; maintain an 

ethical cornmitment to pmtect research participants; and provide a ceasonable and 

thoughtfiil d y s i s  of my topic. 



GETTING STARTED 
L i e  most social phenornena, the confiict surrounding Dave's World can be viewed and 

understoocl within a variety of theoreticai heworks .  It is a ricb, muiti-layered and 

complex network of relatiom-some competing, some coordihated, others indifferent- 

ail of which co-exist, interact and develop in numefous ways. The confiict involves 

elements of law, politics, geography, medicine, economics, and the media, as well as a 

variety of less tangible, cuituraily generated values like aesthetics, tiistoric sensibilities, 

lifestyle preferences and so on. Sorting tbrough these various dimensions and their 

correspondmg IeveIs of anaiysis is the basic work of the analyst. In the case at hand it is 

a matter of determinhg which dynamics, conditions and relations appear most 

fundamental to the genesis, maintenance, escaiation and outcomes of the conflict over 

Dave's Wodd: How does a "junky yard" invite a large-scde police raid and cleansing? 

In keeping with the qualitative, exploratory, and inductive approach to the research, 1 

drew rny initiai impressions and images of the conflict h m  the data. The first thing of 

note is the sheer quantity of materials. The conflict hss generated copious amounts of 

discourse (texts, videotape, photograpbs), and the data 1 have collected represents only 

that portion that was recorded, either by me during the research or by others before and 

during the research-to be sure, the totality of texts (including talk) about Dave's World 

is many times what 1 have accessed. Dinner-table and coffee-shop conversations 

throughout the District and beyond generated many times the amount of data that 1 have 

collected. Tbis discursive fecundity stands testament to the confîict's duration and 

intensity, as well as the tenacity of Alexander and his supporters. As 1 p e d ,  

pondered, organized and catalogued the data, several notable themes began to take shape. 

This was both a m e s s  of discovery and a process of c r e a t i ~ ~  I have noted, the 

anaiyst is not a neutal arbiter of facts, but a creative co-producer of them. The analytical 

pmcess might thus be temed a 'creative discovery': my attempt to render the 

phenomenon me9ningfiil. 



One of the most prominent and intriguing features d n g  through the data is the striking 

number and range of adjectives appfied to Dave's World: It has been called an 6'eyesore" 

and an "aesthetic paradise;" a "muse& and a 'junkheap;" a "ûeasury of bistory" and a 

"blight on Maple Ridge sensibiities." It has been called a "unique Maple Ridge 

attraction," the "last Whomock 1-" a "roadside attraction-and distraction;" as 

well as a ''tire hamd," "health hazard," 'hfîïc hazard" and "cave-in" hazard. It has 

been called a "mtting heap;" a "mess;" and a "junk emporium." And it has been called 

"unique and kind of fiuiky;II "disgusting," and a "Free People's ~useuxn.''~~ 

Despite the multiple nomenclature, these many descriptors and the texts from which they 

are drawn can be distilled into three basic definitions: Dave's World is ugly; Dave's 

World is a museum; and Dave's World is dangerous. &ch definition in tum corresponds 

to and embodies a series of claims about what Dave's World is, what it means or ought to 

mean, and what-if anything+~ght to be done about it. Definitions emerge, submerge 

and mage at various times and places, md they provide the platforms upon which 

combatants anchor their arguments, their logic, and their versions of the h t h  about 

Dave 's World. Parties to the conflict have continuaily atiempted to promote, rationalize 

and enforce their interpretations of what Dave's Wodd means, and it is within and 

through the sûuggle to define this 'collection of objects' that combatants mobilize the 

law and the media; popularize and polarize opinions; and ultimately engage bodies in 

violent contiontation. 

Viewing the conflict as a definitionai stniggle Ied me to explore several areas of 

theoretical fiterature. One body of theory that is especially concemed with the processes 

of definition is social problems analysis. BuiIding on Spector and Kitsuse's Consîructing 

Social Problems (1989, recent strains of these îheriries hold that 'problems' are social 

consûucîions that may or may not correspond with any 'reai' or objective conditions 

52 S e  rrspcctively: Maple Ridge Cwneilor Linda King, Commiîkc ofthe Whok Minutes, Sune 7,1993, p. 
8.; R Parc. of Whomock," k#er to tbc Editor; Glen ka si^ "Alexander's place last Whwnock 
IandmarlS"; Radio Fm Hancy; Refm üave's Wdd  this was a tidy spot,' Sandy MacDougal; A. 
Bucbd.  Tear it d o m  and build a suip mall," letter to the Editor of the Maplc Ridge News; . Alexander 
to Chief Fixe Revention Officet ( i i )  Dant Spence, as communicaîed in a memorandum h m  
Spcnce to Dcpuiy Municipal Clerk irene Gauld, Iime 24,1993, p.1. 
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(Ibarra and Kitsuse, 1993). Thus, whethet. or not something actudly is a probkm is a 

moot point for some analysts of socid pmblems; it is the perception of a problem and the 

sukquent efforts to popuiarize that perception and mobPize resoms to solve the 

'pmblem' that comprise îhe main foci of col~~~h?~ctionist social probtems theory. 

Language, and in pticular rhethcal arguments or 'claims-making,' are seen as the 

centrai means by which problems are constnicted, distributed, refuted, resisted and 

resolved. This constnictionist pefspective stands in wntrast to earlier reaIist/finctionalisi 

orientations that took the dleged substance of social problems to be factuaily 

'problematic' by virtue of their public recognition as such (see for example Merton and 

Nisbeî, 1971). 



DEFIN~ONAL THEMES 

According to Ibarra and Kitsuse (1993), the construction of social problems can be 

profitably analyzed by distinguishing "four overlapping but analytically distinct 

rhetorical dimensions: rktoricai idioms, countetrhetorics, motifs, and daims-making 

styles," the last of which "leads us into the study of settings* (34). Many of the 

c'vernacular features of claims-making discourse" correspond weU with concepts and 

themes developed in my initial orgaaization and p e n d  of the data; thus Ibarra and 

Kitsuse's mode1 provides a useful vehicle by which to delineate and describe the 

definitional themes of the codict over Dave's World. 

An Aesthelic Rhetoric 

The tkst round of batîle in the stmggle to define Dave's World is based on aesthetics. 

The initial complaint about the property in November 1992, and the subsequent District 

inspection of the site resulted in the formal definition of Alexander's property-and by 

extension Alexander himself-in violation of the District's 'uasightly-untidy' bylaw. 

Here we have the frontliae aestheticians of Dave's World, and Alexander was promptly 

ordered to 'clan up' the property. While this aesthetic directive is mon entangled with 

and supported by various other claims of regulatory infractions, it nmains a key 

component of the District's rationale thughout the confüct. 

The initiai contentions that Dave's World was ugly were delivered and recorded in a 

rather mattersf-fact tone. in part this 'air of neutrality' is due to the nature of the records 

1 have accessed-bmucratic inspection reports and related materials. The diagnosis 

(ugliness) and the prescription (cleansing) are thus rendered as 'facts' of the world 

(Dave's World). As an entire branch of philosophy will teste, however, aesthetics 

(evaluations and ascriptions of beauty ancilor ugliness) is not a matter of fact but of taste. 

The fint dimension by which Ibarra and Kitsuse (1993) recommend we anaiyze social 

pmblems discourse is '?herbetoncal idioms," which are "definitionai complexes" that use 

language to situate a perceived condition in a morai universe (35). "Each rhetocical 

idiom," according to these authors, "calls forth or draws upon a cluster of images" (ibid). 
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Each ofthe thtee prominent definitions identified within the conflict over Dave's World 

(ugly, museum and dangerous) can be interpreted as a rhetorical idiom. 

Notwithstanding the early record of aesthetic judgement and its mattersf-fact, legalistic 

tone, District officials soon rendered this discourse f d y  in a motal domain. At a 

Cornmittee of the Whole meeting in June 1993, in which the issue was referred to as 

"Unsightiy Premises," District Councilor Linda King describeci Dave's World as an 

"eyesore and complete junk heap."" Stronger moral intonations are invoked by reference 

to the property as a "blight on Maple Ridge sen~ibilities."~ Maple Ridge Mayor Cari 

Durksen called Dave's World "disgusting,"" and Councilor Betty Levens called the site 

(sight) a "disgusting eyesore."56 

We can readily identi@ what Ibarra and Kitsuse (1993) refer to as motifs in this aesthetic 

rhetoric. As the third dimension of their model, motifs are "recurrent thematic elernents 

and figures of speech that encapsulate or highlight some aspect of a social problem. . . . a 

kind of generic vocabulary" (47). For Ibarra and Kitsuse, the study of motifs "ought to 

focus our attention on how morally imbued metaphors and phrases can intelligibly be 

applied in daims-making" (ibid.). Among the list of motifs these authors use to 

exempli& the concept, we h d :  menace, scourge, c&is and (not coincidentally) blight. 

Drawing on the case at hand we might add disgrace and disgusr as per the rhetoric of 

District officials, and more specific to problematizing aesthetics we could add eyesme 

and jmkheup. Such terms have moral intonations that go beyond the ascription of 

unsightiiiess andlor untidiness as laid out in the Unsightly-Untidy By-law; the aesthetic 

composition is portrayed as more than a technical violatiot+it is a moral offense against 

the sensibilities of decent f o k  

Mapie Ridge Conmittee of the Wbole Minutes, Junt 7,1993, p. 8. 
Y The District of Maple Ridge, as citcd in "CM cleaf Dave's World site during eerly-moming raici,'' The 
VM- Sw, January 23,1998, p. B5. " The NM, date aad page irnbiown. 
"Jlunk is pîkg up again at Dave's World hot spot," 7'he Vmcouyer Province, A p d  5,1999, p. AS. 
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Despite a notable SM toward a rationale of public safety, the issue of unsightliness 

remains a centrai, if at timcs les  publicized motive for taking action. District council 

minutes, meeting agendas, reports and memorandums repeatedly and continuously refer 

ta the issue as "unsightly propertyn and "unsightiy prernises." 

in support of their aesîhetic directive, Disûict officials ofien made reference to citizen 

"complaints." Such reference is perhaps indicative of the notion that the unsightly-untidy 

bylaw tests on 'comrnunity standards,' and the presumption that the government acts on 

behalfand at the behest of citizens. Invoking the bylaw is hence a matter of the District 

acting on behalf of 'the public.' In January of 1993 the District's bylaw enforcement 

department sent a letter to the property's owner that begins: "This letter will confirm 

complaints received" about people living on your property (which is not zoned for 

residential use).S' A June 1993 District memorandum notes the property "has been 

atüacting increasing attention ftom the public, both as a curiosity and as an eyesore,'J8 

and a district memorandum of February 1994 notes the property "has been the source of a 

number of ~om~laints."'~ Likewise, a Febniary 1994 letter h m  the District to the local 

Health Unit States: "The Municipal Council continues to receive complaints about the 

subject premises> and a March 1994 newspaper anifle cites Mayor Durksen saying 

'7ie's tired of hearing complaints about the 'unsightly premises.'d' Yet during this time, 

according to the Disûict's own records (accessed via a request under the Freedom of 

Irnformation Act) there had been only the one vague complaint of November 1992. Thus 

'the public' implicitly underlying the District's references to these 'complaints' appears 

to be either fictional or drawn h m  complaints that are not part of the official municipal 

record The latter case begs the question of exactly who the complainants might be and 

in what forums or by which methods their complaints were delivered. 

Lmer to Hcrba Ulrich Zcnkcr h m  Maple Ridge Bylaw Enforcement Officcr S. E- Ji~n~no, January 21, - - 

1993, p. 1. 
Memot~dum h m  the Maple Ridge Municipal Clerk to the Administrator, Sune 2S, 1993, p. 1. 

J9 Memomdum h m  the Miiple Ridge Mhgcr of Corpofafc SeMces to the Maple Ridge Chief 
Admiiistrabive O f h r ,  Febniary 11, IW, p. 2. 

LedtCT h m  Maple Ridge Municipai Clcrk I. McBride to Dr. Roland Ouasparini, Medical Health Officer, 
Ceatnl Fraser Valley Hcahh Unif Fcbniary 24,1994. '' "Ecc~lltric'~ hygicne under fk," The ?"unes, Mmh 9,1994. 
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Pehaps the reference that best illustrates the longevity and centrality of the District's 

aedlelic directive is B m k  MacDonald's statement as pmphrased in the press during the 

District's k t  attempt to cleanse the pmperty in January 1998: "our fht priority is to 

apply the District's 'unsightly-untidy bylaw' to cltxu the outside.'"' When the District 

re-entered the premises and conducted the cleansing three days later, however, this 'first 

priority' vies with another 'first priority' pmmulgated by the District: public safety. 

Notwitbstand'ig the aiteria set out in the Unsightiy-Untidy By-law-filth, discarded or 

unused items, appliances, automobiles and so on (see Appendix A, page 102-e 

aesthetic rhetoric surroundhg Dave's World is situated within an overtly mord domain. 

This necessady renders the aesthetic judgement a rather fickle proposition-a matter of 

opinion. It is one thing to say that there are 8 clothes-washing machines and 3 ovens at 

various locations on the property and quite another to say that the site is a disgusting 

eyesore. Aligning the discoutse with morally imbued images cm be seen as a rhetorical 

sûategy to justiSl action and the use of public remUrces. Such techniques also persuade 

members of the public that k i r  aesthetic sensibilities are under assault. The reference to 

ûave's World as a Wight on Maple Ridge sensibilities" exemplifies this rhetorical 

alignment. As will be illustrated shortly, the moralizing efforts of District officiais can 

also be seen as a respoase to the moralizing stmtegies of Dave's World supporters. The 

general discursive nibnc of "Save Dave" likewise drew the issue ont0 (high) moral 

g t o d -  

The aesthetic rhetoric is subject tu criticisms that resonate with millenniasld 

philrisophical debates on îhe subject-there is no sure-firiz epistemology by which to 

kfinitively cast the aiüibute of ugliness. Distnct bylaw officers, while they may be 

Iicensed technical aestheticians, are ultimately not accordeci the status of divine arbiters 

of beauty. 



Alexander and supporters of Dave's World ultimately met this aesthetic rhetoric in one of 

three ways. Some directly refuted the District's definitions, arguing that Dave's World 

was beautifid. Alexander, in an editorial letter to a local paper claimed his establishment 

was "the most beautifid place in the worid.la ûihers used a counter-rhetorical strategy 

that Ibarra and Kitsuse cal1 'petspectivizing." This technique neutralizes claims by 

placing them as 'opinions,' and supporters of Dave's World and commentators on the 

issue articulated this position by invoking two popula. aphorisms: "beauty is in the eye of 

the beholder" and "one man's trash (or junk) is another's treasure." Implicitly, detractors 

of Dave's World were admonished for their lack of toletance. Finally, sorne supporters 

of Dave's World employed the counter-thebrical strategy of 'sympathizing' (Ibami and 

Kitsuse, 1993). These speakers agreed that Dave's World was an 'eyesore,' yet they 

considered its appearance to pose little problem relative to the benefits it offered. '9 

know it's an eyesore," contended one such supporter, "but 1 love the place.'% This latter 

position asks Problem?-What problem? 

AIthough the conflict emerged as a technid aesthetic discourse that was subsequently 

drawn ont0 moral turf and augmented wiîh a myriad of regulatory violations and health 

concems, moral rhetoric was not solely a product of the District. Alexander and his 

supporters responded to the District's c l b  with a composite of claims that likewise 

placed the issue in a moral domain. 

The Mmeum 

Museum n. a building used for the preservation and exhibition of objects 
illustrating human or natuml history? esp. the arts or sciences [L. k Gk 
mouseion, temple of îhe muses]? 

In the 6rst quarter of 1994, both Maple Ridge newspapers began to publish articles on the 

conflict. Prior to tbis tirne, the media's coverage of Alexander and his property had been 

delivered in the form of human interest stories, depictiug Alexander as an interesting 

" David ACX( I I I~ ,  Vavt ' s  World is reaily maCsthcric pivradiK," 77te News, March 13, l m .  " F m  a conversation with Denise Peacoek J a a i s i y  2000, " Webster's Encyclopcdic Dica'ollvy, 1998: 658. 



human, or such coverage had been ancillary to news about Alexander's Mayoral 

campaign in tûe 1993 municipal electioa In 1994, however, the press coverage began to 

focus exclusively on the confiict: "Dave's World called eyesore, health hazard'- and 

"Eccentric's hygiene under fire*' proclaimed the headlines. This was mund the t h e  

that the sewage issue hit the fan as Dave's Porta-Potty was taken away. Although the 

Municipal Council urged more action h m  hedth officiais, the Medical Health Onicer 

for the region said the agency wouid not "drop everything and go al1 (out) for someone 

who's pooping in the waods.- Alexander flatiy denied the fecal inference. 

In addition to publicizhg the conflict, the local press opened up a fonun in which the 

public could express theù views on the issue via letters to the editors. It was within this 

civic discourse introduced by the local press and later augmented by other that 

a series of altemate definitions of Dave's World emerged and engaged the conflict. 

While some citizens directly refuted, 'perspectivized,' or in some cases sympathized with 

the District's contention that Dave's World was 'unsightly,' they also advanced and 

defended a rich composite of aiternate definitions of Dave's World. The vast majority of 

chic voices claimed in one w y  or mother that Dave's World was a "treasured part of the 

community," that it had "unique historical value," that it was "a part of out heritage" and 

that Alexander was "passionate about our history." By far the most popular and 

contentious claim in this genre, and the one that best embodies the many assertions 

conceming the bistoncal value ofthe site, is that Dave's World was a nruseum. 

The notion that Dave's World was a museum did not arise solely in response to the 

District's aesthetic proclamation of ugliness. Neither was it strictiy a product of the 

public discoutse supporthg Dave and his WorId; it pre-existed the contlict and the 

" The News, March 9,1994, page unlaiown. 
15' Tiie Tm= March 9, page unlaioum. " "Dave's Wdd calleci eyesore, bedîù hazPrd,I me News, Mmh 9,1994, page unknown. 

In dition to c â i i  laim (FM), 1 have drarmupon affidavits wriîien by mcmbers of the public in 
1996 (n=329), cornplaint leciers wrim io the DUtria of Uaple Ridge (a), and a number of 
apreciation lmcr~ to Alexander ( ~ 2 4 ) .  

Qudes drawn rrspoctiveiy h m :  Wapk Rie"  V ~ c o u v e r  Province, Januauy 21,1998, p. A1 5; 
David Yul,  "Wht 8 wondeiful world it was at Dave's Worid," letter to the Editor, The V ~ n c o w  
Pmince, January 26, 1998, p. A 1 1. 
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aesthetic rhetoric tbaî charactetized its emergence. In fact, Alexander consciously set out 

to create a "museum" early in 1992. A photographie essay published in the local press in 

February of that year describes Alexander as a "bearded artistn wbo "converts the 

discards of othm hto a onv m~seum.'"~ Accordhg to Alexander, this is the fun 

newspaper article on the collection that would corne to be known as Dave's World. The 

8-photograph essay comprises a "special section to mark mple Ridge's] Heritage 

Week," and the h n t  page includes a color photograph of Alexander amid his 

colle~tio+~'History in the Making," pmlaims the caption. 

Another newspaper anide, published in May of 1993, pronaunceci "Dave's shop in 

Whonnock a treasury of l~istory!'~~ in this article, author Don Hunter favorably 

compared Alexandets collection to the British Columbia Agricultural Museum, and 

described the many objects at the site as "Alexander's dream-the raw material for a 

museum to reptesent the history of Whonnock and its sunounds." The author concluded 

that Alexander was "sitting on treasure." Further reference to the site as a museum came 

h m  journalists coverhg the 1993 municipal election, who often described Alexander as 

the 'curator of a private rn~seuni. '~~ 

Among the literally thousands of items housed at Dave's WorM that suggest the site may 

have qual$ed as a 'museum' are: an extensive colIection of Canadiana, including a 1 9'h 

century diary of a railroad worker, turn of the century surveyors' equipment, a steamer 

tnink that belonged to Klondike Kate," Canadian schoolbooks fiom the nineteen-tens 

through nineteen-fifties; catalogues and fliers h m  the Hudson's Bay Company; and an 

1872 issue of The flZ1~~0ated London ~irnes?' There are old light fixtures, kitchenware, 

" Dcsmond Murray, ""Hitory in iht Making" rnd "One man's junk ...," in The MopIe Ridge News, 
Febniary 19,1992, pp. 1, &6 & B-7According to Alexander, this is iht t'kt newspaper atticle published 
on Ki collectio~~. 
Don Hunier. " ~ v e ' s  &op at Wh& a tmsury of history," The Vru~iower Province, may 10,1993, 

a. A36- " Seefkr exampie Tne Mapie Riee News, Nowmkr 3,1993, p. 3; Nbvember 7,1993, p. 10; November 
10, 1993, p. 18. " Klondike Kate was a daitee-hall pmVntage giri' in Dawn City during the gold rush of the late 1800s- 
early 19009 who has bccomc something of a legcndpry hiioncal figure of that time and place (see Knstin 
f~~kson, The Seanfe Tm=, ldy  13,1997). 

Corinne S a c h  "Dan's place: undcr hagain," The Mapie Ri& Zîmes, August 28,1996, p. Al. 



fumiture, applianw, photographs, stained glass windows, and memorabiiia fiom the 

1986 World's Exposition held in p an couver?^ And w on. 

The rneaning and application of the word 'museum' became a hotly contested terrain in 

the battle to define Dave's World. A skirmish around the meaning and application of the 

terni and the potentiai denigration of the soçailed real 'museum' is a notable feature of 

the civic discourse. There is "more of Maple Ridge's history in that 'eyesore' than the 

local museum," wmte one resident in a letter to a Maple Ridge newspsper?' Similady, 

another resident suggested that: 

Those who want to get rid of Dave's World should speak to us who live in 
Whonnock before speaking for us. ... Alexander is an odd but highly intelligent, 
informative and intriguing person. ... out museum should be so well-infonned 
and in possession of so many pieces of out pst. . .. 1 have personally heard more 
accurate and fascinating stories of Maple Ridge history fiom Dave than any at 
the Museum. ...p should be helping to prerme this site a a unique Maple 
Ridge attraction. 

Local cesidents attending an on-site protest during the District's fmt atlempt to cleanse 

Dave's World in 1998 said "everybody across the Lower Mainland knows about Dave's 

World, but no one lcnows about the local museum . . . I'd rather my money go to Dave's 

museum, which has reaf history, rather than the Maple Ridge museum"" (emphasis 

added). 

Responding to these "insuits," Maple Ridge Museum curator Val Patenaude contended 

that the "primary distinctionn between Dave's World and the Maple Ridge Museum was 

that the officiai rnuseum's artifacts are accompanied by "documentation."" in a 

subsequent editorial letter, Patenaude further asserted that: 

Tht Vancouver Sun, Januaty 26,1998, p. Al 1; Reiiminary interview w i h  AIexaader; on-site 
obsmaa'm. 
* The Msple Ridge / Pitt Mesdom News, Mar& 23,1994. 

R Pan, "Ride of Who~acic," The News, July 16,1997, p. 7. " Bill and Sanh, as quotcd m "Ifs a ma4 maci, mad Dave's World," Corinne Jackson, The Maple Ridge 
Zïmes, January 2 1,1998, p. 1. 
'O Val Piitmaude. "Innihcd by museum comments." The Mile  Ridge Times, January 25,1998, p. 7. 
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[h]istorical pmenration has nilos of evidence very nearly as strict as those for 
evidence in police matters. Rather than king havens for history, collections with 
no records of where items came h m ,  who had it iast and who the original owner 
was, are black holes where the information goes. ... In my opinion, that's a 
crime?' 

Sheila Nickols, a columnist for The News and former curator of the Maple Ridge 

Museum, likewise defended the real museum: 

In response to the recent unpleasantness in Whonnock and some wild statements, 
1 must answer the question: 'When is a museum not a museum?' 

When it offers 'artifacts' for sale; when it leaves them outdoors to rust in the rain; 
when it collects interesting old objects with no regard to their place of origin, 
history or previous ownership; when it fails to document any historical 
significance the objects may have. 

A place where you may handle, look at and purchase or rent an eclectic 
collection of neat old things may be fun and fascinating to visit, but please do not 
classifi it as a museum if you value the real meaning of the word?* (emphasis 
added) 

Yet some of the very indicatocs Nickols used to refute the claim that Dave's World was a 

museum are the very atttibutes that patrons of Dave's World found most appealing. One 

such patron argueci that at Dave's World: 

Everything is not behind glas with little notes saying what it is. At Dave's place 
you can take the kids there and it's hands-on contact ... Kids are allowed to 
touch, feel, examine and ask questions. They cm sit in the old desks, flip 
through the old school books, play with Mickey Mouseu 

Another local resident furthered the notion that Dave's World presents a hands-on 

historiai experience, stating that Dave's World is a "place where history is spread 

m u a d  to see and touchTu Anather said 'Tm thrilled when 1 have the opportunity to 

b h g  my children to a place where they can see antiques and memorabilia displayed h m  

such a unique perspective and where they can feel, they can look, touch and experience 

'' Val Patenaude. "Dave's was a world unto itscK" Tbe Vancouver Sua, Ianuary 30,1998, p. Au. 
~heüa ~ickois. Ti to nominate collxrvers ofhcritage," The M@e Ridge News, January 28,1998, p. 

LU. " Mo DoSno. Merdi 23,1994, p. unknowu. " Wlliam tan Young, Maple Ridge (affidavit # 54). 



it.- Alexander asserted that Dave's World is "a handssn place; everybody can touch 

history."= 

These claims are clearly as much about theprocess of Dave's World-the social 

interface-as they are about the objects housed there. For the patrons of Dave's World it 

was the chanicter and quality of the experience of the site that set it apart h m  the Maple 

Ridge Museum. 

"mt's easy to dismiss Alexander as an eccentric junk collecter," claims David Yuill, a 

mastets student in History at the University of British Columbia, "but once you talk to 

him you see that he is passionate about our history." In Yuill's opinion, our provincial 

heritage "loses an excellent opportunity for M e r  clarification" with the cleansing of 

Dave's ~orld.8' 

There are those who do not sympathize with the proponents of Dave's World. One 

Whomock resident, in response to the suggestion that Dave's World rnight be moved to 

another location, said "Move Dave's Worid? Please, get rid of it. . . . 1 believe wayor 

Durksen] needs to speak to the majority of Whonnock residents and find out just how 

embarrassed we are by this situation. We would like it removed-quickly."" An editor 

of a local newspaper contended: 

the Dave's World saga has praduced a bumper crop of righteousness h m  those 
suddenly imbued with a sense of the value of this "museumn. Some have even 
picked up Alexander's theme ofdenigrating Maple Ridge's real museum and the 
many people who have h r  yesrs put thoir own time, energy and money into 
keeping the area's history alive in an oràériy and meanin&l wafl (emphases 
added). 

Such commentary begs the question: orderiy and meaningfid for whom? 

Louise Bonnetau, M9ple Ridge (aûÏdavit # 202). " Interview with D. Alexander, Jauuary 1999. " David Yuill. "What a wonâemii world it was at h ' s  WorId," The Voncouver Sun, January 26, 1998, 
&.Al 1. 

Jean Ruttan. "Move Dave's Worldl," TRe M W  W e  News, June 8,1997, p. 7 " Tom Fletcher, Editor. "Jhw's war0," î k  M@e R&e News, January 28, 1998, p. 6. 
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Drawing the definitional stniggle into sharp reüefat a Council meeting shortly after the 

1998 cleansing of Dave's World, local resident Tammy Stockbruegger asked Maple 

Ridge Mayor Car1 Durksen for his definition of a museum. The Mayor responded that a 

museum is a "building for the prese~vation of heritage that is set up with the proper 

zoning and other regdations in place." Ms. Stockbruegger advised that her definition of 

a museum is a "place that holds history, be it antiques, historicai items, stories, etc., and it 

should be something people can see, feel, hear, touch and leam about." Ms. 

Stockbmggerls conclusion: "Davels Place is a muse~m!'~ 

Rhetorical reference to things lie real history, the real meaning of the word museum, 

and the real Maple Ridge Museum clearly illustrate that the conflict is, among other 

things, a discursive stniggle to define reality-to establish the auth about Dme 's World. 

Likewise, the use of quotations to set off the word 'huseurn" emphasizes the wary andtoi 

sarcastic quality of the ascription. Members of the pubIic who wrote affidavits also raise 

the issues of tmth and reality. One such writer notes that Dave's World represents the 

"true history of the 21a century" (emphasis added))' and another claims "Dave's Place 

represents the hue meaning of king a real Canadian" (emphases added). One &davit 

writer States that Dave's World is a "wondefi museum of our Western heritage & 

REALITY" (emphasis in original)? The coexistence and confiict of multiple tniths is 

reveaied in these and other discourses around the conflict. The issue of whose truth and 

reality is represented by whom hints at a deeper issue of cultural identity, an issue to 

which 1 shall retum shortly. 

In addition to the direct claim that Dave's World is a museurn, the content of the civic 

discourse on Dave's World reveals several additional and complementary themes built 

around the pivotal teferences to history, heritage and community. One such theme is that 

Dave's World is educrrtod Gai1 Macrîotte, of the neighôoring district of Pitt 

Maplt Ridge Dict Council Meetiug Mimites, January 27, 1998. Availabk on the Intemet at 
~I~j/d*~tn'~l~dge.bc.cal~il-~en~-~~hml. 

Gary Borton, Tomnto (aiiîdavit #295). 
Rcnshaw, Miplt Ridge (fidavit #3 16), 

Trish F m t ,  Maple Ridge (fldavit # 148). 



Meadow, asserts that "David bas the best and most educational museum I've ever seen 

.. . Schools could never give the history lessons that going to David's museum gives to al1 

ages. . . . the history of Maple Ridge, Whonnock, al1 this area is preserved at David 

~lexander's? 

In an affidavit defending Dave's World, one resident claims "1 have learned a lot fiom D. 

Alexander's museum. It is a nifty place ad 1 like it.lM Another notes that by visiting 

Dave's World, one can %ke a giant step into the pst, and enjoy the education in 

hi~tory.'~ Similady, another avers that Dave's World is "a history lesson in culture, 

design, AmericanalCanadiana, architecture, etc.'97 And one aîlidavit States "Dave's 

place is good for schwls and the little ones."# 

This ceference to 'the little ones' introduces another complernentary claim within the 

civic discourse on Dave's World, often raised in conjunction with the argument that it is 

educational: Dave's World is beneficial and enjoyable for children. Local residents say 

things like "[mly son and 1 believe that Dave's Place is a place of 'rnagic' (he is 7);"* 

and "it's a place where parents cm take their kids to leam about their past."laO Another 

parent says Dave's World has "unique historical value, my son loves it;"lo' and still 

another contends the site %as a positive effect on our ~hildren.""'~ One writer also notes 

that ''my dad takes his grandchildren [to Dave's World] for a visit to check out part of 

BC's history.""" And finally, one afMavit writer makes oath (as do al1 afEdavit writers) 

that "[tlhe kids begin to squd a mile or two before 'Dave's' with sheer excitement, 

eagerly looking to see something new!'Iw 

" "Alexander off limiîs," cditoriai letter, llie 'Iïmesl date uncertain. 
* Robert Ghobni Maple Ridge (afüdavit #3). 
% Barbie Tattcnall, Silvetdale (afndavit #288). 

Rick Smith, Vancouver (afMavit f 195). 
* Glen Walkey, Maple Ridge (ii!KdavitrY105). 

Craig Noa, Miiion (affidavit #309), '" Susan Sc* Pia Mcadows (rflidrvit #50& 
'O' Ed Innes, Maple Ridge (af6davit m25), 
'02 George Ghobd, Maple Ridgc (af6davit #4 1). 

MicheNe Bowky, Maple Ridge (atIidavit #248). 
Chris D' Amico, Miion  (affidavit If 124). 



Reinforcing the rhetorical construction of Dave's World as an informal school of history 

and a frin place for cbildren, letters of appreciation h m  a number of grade seven 

students who visited the site while on a field trip include comments like: "b]our shop is 

important to the history of the area because of all the stuff you have collected can show 

other people what is important;" "1 liked your old dolls, old guns, bear skin, old toilet and 

dot machine;". 'Wie things 1 liked most were the old Maytag guy, the room full of radios 

and T.V.'s [and] the big blue bus . . . [the] shop is important to history because if the 

govemrnent disposes of it then it would just be Sie throwing away everything we could 

have known about what went on in the years before 1997;" "the antiques were cool and 

extraordinary;" and Dave's World has "things fiom the 1800's (that's very, very, very, 

old! !)."IO5 

A loed newspaper covering the 1 0 0 ~  biiday celebration of a neacby community reports 

that "Alexander, who runs a novelty museum on Lougheed Highway, was a hit with 

children with his old schoolbooks and classroom items. Mayor Durksen won the pie- 

eating contest."'" 

For those who detine Dave's World as a museum, the notion encompasses far more than 

a static repository of the past-it is an important site of community interaction; a cdtural 

heritage; a place to leam; and a legacy of history. It is a place of both the past and the 

present; as Alexander put it on a sign fionthg the site, it is a ''wailc down memory lane." 

These claims constitute a complex rhetorical idiom that draws on manifold imagery to 

establish the meaning of Dave's World. As per Ibarra and Kitsuse's (1993) mode1, this 

idiomatic complex roughly conforms to what the authors cal1 a '"rhetoric of loss." One of 

the central images of this idiom portrays "humans as custodians or guardians of some 

unique and sacred thing or quality" (37). Protection and rescue comprise the primary 

airns under this idiom. While nana and Kitsuse cite the environmentalist slogan "save 

the phet" to exemplifL this theme of rescue, protesters at Dave's World in January 1998 

braadish a sigu reading "Honk to Save Dave" (see photograph on page 22). 

Iw 1 have opted to k e p  these authors' names confidcntial duc to thcu ages. 
las "Scbooi's biuthday aüracîs 800," Tlie Màple Ridge-Pin Meadows Nws, May 1,1996, p. 3. 



Ibarra and Kitsuse iell us tbat "[i]t is by virtue of the l o s  of prestige or value of the 

s a c d  object that its existence is threatened" and there is a "concomitant implication that 

such negligence is deepty revealing of our character in the eyes of some future judges" 

(37). As Alexander puts it, referring to the cleansing of Dave's World, "people are 

gond look back ami say 'what did we du?'"1* Thus "actions are situateci to seem 

historicai" (ibid., mphasis in original). Indeed, tbis historical dimension is nat only 

implied in the discursive d e  to 'save Dave' and his World, it is explicit in the claims 

of 'historicai value' tbat (re)constnict the site as a museum. 

While some voies contributhg to the htor ic  of loss ddress  the District's aesthetic 

definition of Dave's Worid as 'unsightiy,' the ptimary argument is that regardless of any 

supposeci unsightliness, Dave's Worid ought to be valued as an important community 

resource and heritage site. Ttrus the idiom, or at least the context in which it is generated 

and applied, constitutes what lbarra and Kitsuse caH a counter-rhetoric. One of several 

sub-types in this geare is the alternative rhetorical idiom. Such idioms are not dissimilar 

h m  rhetorical idioms in content, but they difkr in their purpose: they pIay a strategic 

d e  by "shifting the facus of discourse" (42). In this case the shifi is h m  aesthetic 

values to heritageihistorical values, and the irnplicit argwnent is that heritage and history 

are more important than aesthetics. 

'The museum,' as 1 have temd this idiomatic cornplex, contains discernable elements of 

anotber notable (countet-)rhetoricai idiom. Some claimants advance what Ibam and 

Kitsuse (1993) cal1 a 'khetoric of entiiiement," in which Alexander's individual righf to 

participak infiee ewerprise and to enjoyfieedm of expression in a dernocrutic sociefy 

are invoked as mtionales for the continued existence of Dave's World. This discursive 

ensemble, which fbcuses on liberal conceptions of Iaw, is similar to the Iegal discourse 

advouiced by Alexaisder in the courttoom, which will be taken up in a sukquent section 

of the thesis. 



The counter-rhetoric of historical loss that emerges in the stniggle to define and defend 

Dave's World also comes to embody a clah that reaches beyond the boundaries of 

Dave's World to express discontent with the changing social and demographic character 

of the area. in this formulation, the subutbanization of a rurai community, and the 

concomitant perception of increased govemmental conûol are situated as the fiindamental 

pmblems. The potential loss of Dave's World is thus rendered as an indicator of the 

demise d o r  transformation of something larger; it is a symbol of cultural imposition. 

One resident poignantly conveys this theme of destructive suburbanization: 

Thcre is a futile search afoot for Maple Ridge's soul. Well, it is lost forever. 
Trampled undemeath the feverish stampede for 'pmgress' and 'putting Maple 
Ridge on the map.' 

Dave is a symbol of the changing times, the end of an era. A rite of passage for 
Maple Ridge. Its change fmm easy going small town to big city; faceless and 
indiffercnt. A certain loss of innocence. The heavy hand of bureaucracy and its 
hollow victory over the human spirit. 

Many of us, and our visitors, will miss Dave's Place. Less colour, less laughs, 
less life in gaod old Maple Ridge.'"' 

in keeping with Ibarra and Kitsuse's account of the rhetoric of loss, this implicitly 

cultural lamentation is given to "nostalgic tonalities" (1993: 34). The relevant motifs in 

this body of discoutse are history, heritage, community, museum, education, and rights. 

One might also draw tacit yet clear motifs like culture and lifestyle fiom this discursive 

ensemble. 

Anothec dimension identified in Ibarra and Kitsuse's mode1 is style. Intended as both a 

noun and a verb, style comprises "various groupings of the claimant's bearing, tenor, 

sensib'ity, and membership category," and the "act of fashioning a claim that is 

consistent" with a givcn style. The auîhors explicate s e v d  such styles, including 

legalistic, scientific, civic, comic and theairical styles. While several amalgarns of these 

la M Zwsal. "Dave's Place gives us colour," The Mqte Ridge-Pitt Meadms lïmes, 1998. 



styles can be identified in the rhetoric of loss surroundhg Dave's World, the one that best 

embodies this composition is the civic swle. The distinctive character of this style is its 

unpolished, unrehearsed appearance and its tone of moral outrage (199350). Much of 

the civic discourse in the conflict over Dave's World is delivered with passion and 

imbued wiîh moral indipance: "SHAME! SHAME! SHAME!!" writes one member of 

the public in a complaint letter to the Disüict.log Other supporters say îhey are 

"disgusted" with andfor "ashamed" of the District's actions. 

Accordiig to Ibarra and Kitsuse, the style of a given claim is closely related to the setting 

in which it is delivered. A clairn fashioned in legalistic style, for example, is more likeiy 

to be deiivered andlor heard andfor understood in a courtroom than is a theatrid or 

comic style. In their discussion, Ibarra and Kitsuse identiQ the "legal-political" setting, 

the "academic" setting and the "media" setting. This typology, however, was dificuit to 

apply to Dave's World in a usefiil way. The legal-political setting, for example, included 

such things as court proceedings, govemment/public meetings, and political campaigns. 

The confiict over Dave's World involves al1 of these forms of the legai-political setting. 

Compressing these many and diverse settings into the single category 'legal-political' did 

not render the typology particularly meanin@. 

Additionally, the 'media setting' included news articles, colwnns, editorial opinions and 

editorial letters, Given the diverse sources and content of these texts, the singularity of 

this setting liewise lacked utility. 1 opted instead to retain my original conception of 

forums, as it provides a more usefiil set of distinctions for the case and analysis at hand. 1 

perceived most of the discursive activities around the codîict occurring in three forums: 

the civic, Iegai and intergovernmental. The civic forum is more-or-less geographicalIy 

centered on Mapk Ridge and includes discourse generated arnong and between District 

officiais, local government agencies k e  the h d t h  unit and the Fire Department, and 

members of the public. Much of this discourse is dgenerated in the local press. The 

legal f o m  is centered on the Supreme Court system, and includes d court-generated or 

'09 In a letter pddnssed to the Mapk Ridge Council and Mayor, January 22,1998. 



court-bound documents like &davits, transcripts, ruiings, reasons, orders and so on. 

The intergovemmental forum comprises a discourse between the goveming bodies and 

agents of the District of Maple Ridge (aportion of the civic fonim) and provincial 

authorities, most notably the Ministry of Transportation and Highways, the Ministry of 

Health and the Ministry of the Attorney General. 

Although Ibarra and Kitsuse's (1993) categories provide a useful geneml typology for 

examinhg claims-making, a more specific and customized schema appeared more useful 

for understanding the conflict over Dave's World. En my understanding of the claims- 

making configurations of the confiict and the representation and reconstruction of claims 

within and acmss forums, delineating the civic, legal and intergovermental forums 

offers a means by which to comment on important forum-to-forum omissions and 

transformations. While one can discern many more f o m s  and sub-forums within the 

conflict, my tripartite typdogy begins to serve the purpose at hand. As will become 

clear, however, my categories are not without shortcomings. 

Taken together, the civic discourse supporting Dave's World renders a rich and coherent 

set of claims about the site. The primaty image 1 draw h m  this ensemble of rhetoric 

supported by notions of history, heritage, education and comrnunity, is that Dave 's World 

is a public institution. 

In the battle to qualify or disqual@ Dave's World as a reaf "museum," a notable 

epistemologicai clifference between competing claims is revealed. Those who deny that 

Dave's World is a museum rely on formal, technid definitions. The Mayor's refmnces 

to 'proper zoning' and 'pennits', for example, illustrate this tendency toward formal or 

codified epistemological des .  Likewise, the curator and former curator of the Maple 

Ridge Museum draw upon cather technical definitions of what constitutes a 'hiuseum" 

and what constitutes "artifbcts." These speakers invoke 'des of evidence' and 

'documentation' as criteria for knowing "when a museum is nota museum;" for 

establishing the reui meanhg of the term. 



Those who claim Dave's World b a museum, on the other hand, anchor their arguments 

upon informal interpretations drawn h m  experience; they render their definitions in 

tenns of talking, seeing, toucbing, listening, leaniing, srnilig and being at Dave's World. 

The knowledge h m  which thcy construct theu clairns is experiential. An exploration of 

this epistemologicai divergence draws our atiention beyond the irnmediate vemacular 

fatures of claims and the localized settings in which they are uttered, toward the broader 

epistemological ground upon which those claims are built. 

While Ibana and Kitsuse's (1993) mode1 provides useful concepts for identifying, 

describing andlor compating the content and composition of claims and claim-style- 

setting relationships, it offers few touls for mapping epistemological terrain. Despite 

acknowledging that "some styles seem to carry the day and are more often 'effective"' 

@O), these authors do not pursue how thet 'effectiveness' is achieved. The "Vernacular 

constituents of social problems" are seen to be concretely rendered and composed in the 

here and now; at the micro-level. But this lack of attention to the broad historical canvas 

upon which we paint our images of the world misses the important point that the 

vemacular and idiomatic content of claims do not originate in the settings of their 

delivery. Any attempt at understanding claims-making, as opposed to merely describing 

the process, must necessarily look beyond the words spoken in the micro-setting and into 

the social and historical context of our (Cleansing) the.  

At this juncture we may gain insight and direction fiom Leslie Miller's (1993) version of 

social problems analysis. Miller recommends a "shift away fiom the intetactional setting 

to the cultural repertoim of discourses tbat speakers invoke as resources3' (358). "PN]h;!e 

mch discourses are employed in the interaftion setting," says Miller, "it is important to 

remember that they are collective repcesentatioas of reality-that is to say they are social, 

not individual factsn (1993:358). 

Miller teUs us that epistemology plays a crucial role in the readability, credibility and 

authority of claims. She asserts that "some ways of kwwing (cg., professional medicine, 
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science) [have] put to mut o c k  ways (e.g., communsense, the 'voice of experience')" 

(1993: 349, emphases in opiginal). The questions that flow h m  this contention, are: 

"What counts as a (legitimate) way of knowing the world?"; and "What counts as a 

(legitimate) way of talking problems?' (349.). For Miller, "[dlifferent communities of 

speakers will have different ways of making claims, and some of these ways will be less 

visible than others" (350-1). This invisib'iity, rather than beiig an inherent feature of 

claimdstyles, is achieved Ma numetous mechanisrns and strategies employed by 

claimants and set out in the stnictural organization of forums. The resuit is that "different 

ways of talking (including ways of talking pmblerns) carry différent degrees of authority" 

(350- 1). 

Thus Miller (1993) provides a compeliing account of how some claims and claims- 

making styles 'carry the &y.' For her, it is a claimant's ability to align her/his arguments 

with dominant ways of seeing and knowing the world that lends legitimacy to those 

claims: "speakers are empowered by their ability to access and strategically deploy the 

dominant discourses of the dayn (358). 

Discourses, as the term is used hem, are sets of ideas, vocabularies and practices that 

form some coherent generai h e w o r k  for thinking and acting. Potter and Wetherell 

(1990) define discourses as "broadly discernable clusters of terms, descriptions, common- 

places . . . and figures of speech often clustered amund metaphors or vivid images and 

oflen using distinct grammatical consûuctions and styles" (209). These authors 

ultimately prefer the term 'interpretive repertoire' instead of discourse, given the multiple 

and varied meanings of the latter. One rnight note the sirniianties between Potter and 

Wetherell's detinition and the vernacular f e a ~  of Ibarra and Kitsuse's model. This is 

not coincidental, and 1 take this correspondence to corroborate the existence of discourses 

and the utility of the analyticai concept. 

Conley and O'Barr (1998:6-9) draw a l~sefbi distinction that addresses the ambiguity of 

the concept of discourse. These authors assert that the term 'discourse' is used in both a 

Iingrct'stic a d  SOCIPZ sense. Linguistic discuurse %fers to comected segments of speech 
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or writing ... ricluding] conversations, sermons, stones, question-amwer sequemes, and 

so fotth" (6-7). Social discourse, which the authors contend owes its currency to the 

work of Michel Foucault, refers to "more abstract social phenornena" such as '%e broad 

range of discussion that takes place within society about an issue or a set of issues" (7). 

Examples includc the discourses of psychiatry and sexuality (as per the work of 

Foucault). Coniey and O'Barr refer to the linguistic and social meanings of the terni as 

microdiscourse and macroàiscourse respectively. This typology fits nicely with the 

growing distinction between Ibarra and Kitsuse's mode], which can be understood as a 

fiamework for examining microdiscourse, and the area toward which 1 am now drawn, 

which straddles the divide between micro- and macrodiscourses. Segregating discourse 

in this way is of course somewhat arbitrary and idedistic, As Conley and O'Barr rightly 

point out, there is a "fundamental relationshipy' between the two senses of discourse they 

describe, they are "merely different aspects of one and the same process of expressing 

social power" (8). Thus "[dliscourse at the macrolevet .. . must manifest itself at the 

microlevel, as talk" (8). 

Drawing an explicit link between discourse and action, Encson and Haggerty (1997: 83- 

4) tell us that: 

Discourse is the institutional construction of knowledge, which takes place 
within a social organhtion of temtories, material objects, people, mies, formats, 
and technologies. What are conmcted are representational frameworks: 
classifications and categories that stand for objects, events, processes, and states 
of affairs in the world. These frameworks provide the basis for shmd 
understanding, including an understanding of what knowledge is iequired to 
enhance, modiîy or deny the representation. Knowledge is that which is 
objectified in institutional rcpnscntations, a pmperty and resowce that provides a 
capacity for action. 

Miller fiiahers the conception that discourse and practice are mutuaily const i~ed by 

venturîng into terrain that Ibami and Kitsuse curiously and skillfiilly circumnavigate: 

power. 

At the hart of thc poststnicturalist vision is a reconceptualization of pwm. 
Fomcrly undentood as 'owned' by elitc p u p s  (classes) and individuals (kings), 
powcr in a contemporary milieu is understood to exist in a host of microsites al1 
across the social landscape as the struggle for meaning. Following the later 
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Foucault, posssriucûualists argue that if powcr 'nsides' anywhere, it is in the 
dominant discourses of the day. nius powu is displaced h m  the activities of 
politicians and intcrcst groups to language, that is, to the routine encounters 
ktween those who ardùlly reprrscnt and repmducc the era's dominant 
discourses and those whose accounts of the world have been marginalized or 
silenced by them. (Miller, 39933353, emphasis in original) 

In the social unàphysical fmdscape of our tirne, Dave's World is a microsite in 

which the struggle for meaning is played out. Moreover, it is upon and within this 

and al1 discursive battlefields tbat "'the order of things' is created, sustained, and 

resisted" (Miller, 1993:350). "[R]ealitieqW says Miller, "are negotiated in talk" 

(350). Thus each of the discursive ensembles advanced in the conflict over Dave's 

World can be understood as recipes, rationales and justifications for taking or 

opposing action. In this sense, discourse is a prerequisite for action. The 

knowledges of Dave's World that are formulated and expresseci via discourse-the 

knowledge that Dave's World is ugiy; beautiful; educational; historie; and 

dangerneare strategies of control and resistance. As resources, rnacro-level 

discourses are harnessed and brought into the process of understanding/knowing/- 

defuiing and acting upon Dave's Worid. Discowse, as Conley and O'Barr rernind 

us, is a "locus of power" (7). This is not to say that the many claims about Dave's 

World have no bais in 'reality,' but rather that they are formulated in a context 

which shapes th& content, fkatures and credibility. 

Miller and analysts with a similar focus on the nexus of discourse and power ofien seek 

to uncover and recover subjuguted RnowIedges. Such knowledges are built upon 

discredited epistemologies like expience and intuition that have, in Miller's words, 

been 'marginalized' or 'silenced' by the privileged epistemologies and dominant 

discourses of our tirne. ScientSc and other specialized, professional and technical means 

of knowing the world cunently enjoy priviieged status. Such privilege undermines the 

credibiiity of experiential claims i d  h m  the 'underside.' Applying these themes to 

the conflict over Dave's World, we rnight expect to 6nd that the experientiai, informal 

claims that Dave's World is a museum (or a public institution of some such historicai, 

educational and community vaiue) is m q d m d  
. * or discredited by the formal, technical 



epistemologies that negate this claim. But the experiential discowse appears to 'carry the 

day.' It is wgent, passionate, popular, and widely publicized in the press. 

For Miller, one is only able to construct and deliver a claim that is recognizable if one can 

fiame it within discourses available at the m a m  levei. But we must be clear that people 

are active agents in this process; they creatively compose and deliver claims by drawing 

on and lodging their arguments within a wider discursive system. That system, while it 

has historically dehed limits, is not closed. Miller notes that it is a rnistake to conceive 

of discourses as toteilizing and actors (speakers, witers) as "linguistic dopes" entirely at 

the mercy of discourses. Potter and Wetherell assert that we mut  appreciate the "clear 

tension between seeing people as active users of discourse on the one hand, and seeing 

discourse as generating, enabling and constraining on the other" (1990:209). "Discourse 

anaiysis," these authors tell us, "studies how people use discourse and how discourse uses 

people" (209). 

We can distinguish severai alignments between the daims advanced in the confiict over 

Dave's World and discourses avaiiable at the mm level. The 'aesthetic rhetoric' as 1 

have tenned it, taps into a pre-existing set of ideas, a vocabulary and a certain 

'sensibility' that is available in our cultural repertoire. Although this discourse cornes 

fiom us and is continually subject to change, it was not created yesterday: it is historical 

and historically contingent. One might partiaily trace the mots of this aesthetic 

sensibility to Biblical laws of c l d i e s s  (sec especially the L a w  of Leviticus in the Old 

Testament of The Holy Bible). The popular maxim "cleanliness is next to Godliness" 

punctuates this thematic pairing. Whether or not cIediness is actuaily the issue, images 

drawn h m  the culturai repertoire (Le., disgust, disgrace, eyesore, blight) and aligned 

with the rhetorical construction of an object (Le., Dave's World) are able to invoke entire 

thematic clusters and inject them into the construction. Such imaging may be subtle, but 

not without effect. 

The historiai development of aesthetic sensiôilities is aiso intertwined with and mutually 

supportive of a mediai discourse; a certain understanding of danger and d e t y  as it 



relates to the human body. There is a definitive resommce between health and hygiene 

that is supported by a vast body of medical knowledge/discourse, which is in tum bound 

i n f o d y  but powerfiilly with religious doctrine. Theologians often attribute Biblicai 

laws of cleaniimess to an underlying fiuiction of health: "As germs are to a surgeon, 

'uncleanness' is to Leviticus" (Tunseth, 1990: 118). Given this historical tripartite 

consonance among cleanliness, health and religious morality, it is perhaps not surprising 

that the District ultimately adopted a rationale of public health and safety to reinforce and 

supplant their aesthetic stance against Dave's World. Again, this is not to say that there 

is no b i s  in ' d i t y '  for assessing elements of danger at Dave's World, but rather that 

the construction and perception of our reality is contingent upon discursive themes and 

formations that are intertwined in complex and historical ways. There need not be a 

conscious or overt link made between a certain religious morality and cleanliness for the 

effect to be real: the b i i  of 'cleanliness' is culturally bound to doctrines of religion and 

medicine. 

Historical value and the concept of heritage are likewise elements of a readily available 

and OR-invoked discourse. Tracing and explicating the origins of this discursive line 

would prove difficult if not impossible, but it appears available in any number of tirnes 

and places and it seems well suited to a rhetoric of loss. Under this rhetorical nibric, 

actions are "situated to seem historicai" (Ibarra and Kitsuse, 1993:37) and the past is 

connecteci to the future under the theme of pteservation. Historical pteservation and 

heritage values are bound in this case with notions of cultural identity. Drawing out the 

features of the claims-making in the conflict, one finds a recognizable subterranean 

sûuggle to establish andlor reassert a particular way of livingtbeing. When speakers say 

that Dave's World has the real history, when they say it is has the history of everyday 

life, and when they say that it is part of our communiry, they are implying that officiai (or 

'd') museums cater to the histories of someone else. 

Formai history instruction, historical records considered 'important', and most museums 

tend to emphasize the histories, arîZkts and lifestyes of the rich, the powerfiil, the 

famous, and the infmous. There are countless documents, portraits and biographies of 
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those who are 'special' in some sense or other. But the burdens and accomplishments of 

history in al1 of their manifestations (conquest, warfare, settlement and so on) weigh 

heavy on the backs of everyday lives. This is the history emphasized at Dave's World- 

the mundane household items and tools and bicycles and stoves and vehicles and toys and 

skates and boots and books of mundane people. In same vague yet discernable way, 

those who grant museum status to Dave's World struggle to reinstate these everyday lives 

in the historicd record. As Alexander has averred from the genesis of Dave's World 

onward, it is a "People's Museum." There is a tacit reference to the 'cornrnon folk' in 

that name, and to varying extents, the battle over Dave's World is a stmggle to maintain 

and promote the cultural identity of everyday rurai people. At Dave's World can be 

found a collection of meat-grinden; a rack of ice skates; a rem of Hudsons Bay 

catalogues; old pots and pans and photographs and letters. These are the tools and tales 

of everyday lives. 

The resistance to cultural marginalization and social change that is embodied in the 

struggle to preserve 'history' at Dave's World is likewise evident in and aligned with the 

locaily available discourse of discontent regarding the suburbanization of the area. 

Cdture and place are mutually constituted. This aspect of the conflict will be taken up in 

more detail in a later section of the thesis. 

Some of the arguments supporthg Dave's World also promote a 'traditional' discourse of 

liberal rights. This discourse is entrenched in our social milieu, and its origins are to 

some extent traceable. The ability to ttace the rise of liberal democratic discourse is 

largely due to the fact that the histones and biographies of those who espoused these 

texts, and the texts themselves, are considered important-if not essential-to our 

society. There is no need to detail the emergence and rise to dominant status of liberal 

d e m o d c  discourse here, only to note that some defenders of Dave's World are able to 

artfiilly align their arguments with this immense and widely available body of discourse. 

This creative act of speech, in Miller's (1993) view, is an instance of power enacted. The 

extent to which this claim is coherently articulateci and recognizable, is the extent to 

which it draws upon the macro-codes available. 



We see bere then, that civic supporten of Dave's Wodd are able to draw upon macro 

level discourses to formilate their claims in an intelligible, cohetent and compeUing way. 

But we must be casefiil not to misintccpcet the relatively successfid articulation of these 

claims. Anyone reading the l d  newspapers mi& assume these discourses are 

thoroughly considerd and engaged in the decision-making processes of the municipal 

government. This is not so. Wbile the media reptesents this body of claims, it is ail but 

absent h m  discussions in which government action is contemplateci. Minutes h m  

numemus 'in-cameta' (not open to the public) meetings of District oficials and staff 

r evd  no voice of this orientation. To the extent that it is represented, it is called "bad 

press" or "negative media attention." Such silence begs the question: what is 

repmentative about this configuration of "representative democracy"? District records 

indicate that not a single couacilor brought this civic voice to the table or mggested that 

constituents might prefer the Council to consider altematives tbat might accommodate 

everyone's coiPoerns. Ye this and similar suggestions were clearly put forth in letters 

published in the local newspapers as well as letters sent directly to District offïcials. 

Thus while the ability to render coherent and persuasive claims is a fundamental part of 

successfiil c l ~ m a k i n g ,  access to specific discursive arenas is no less important when 

it cornes to taking or preventing a given action or actions, The recognition that municipal 

govemment forums are neither easily accessed by nor reflective of public sentiment 

confounds my typology of h m :  1 had considerd the civic forum to inciude the 

decision-making apparatus of local govemment. Perhaps this reflects my implicit 

BSSUrnptions about liW democracy, which in theory is respnsive and considerate, if 

not subservient to the 'will of the people.' Recognizing the importance of access to 

partidm forums, most notably those in which deî i i t ions and decisions take place, and 

in which resources are distributeci (hie wuncil meetings and courtffnims), reveals 

samethhg about how a junky yard leads to police-enforceci cleausing. This point 

becornes sharper as we explore the courtrwm ~ e c o ~ o n  of the coaflict. For now, we 

are left with the question: what exactly is 'civic' &ut 'civic govemment'? 



A D&course of Danger 
in the context of nsing chic support for Dave's World and considerable criticism of the 

District's aesthetic imptive,  District officials began to emphasize a notably different 

ratiode. Dave's World, they said, constituted a ' ' ka t  to the health, life and safety of 

the p~blic.""~ District officials quoted in the press clairned the property "poses serious 

safety risks to the public who visit the site" and "the buildings are simply not ~afe."~~' 

Compliance with regdatory codes was thus sought "in the interest of public health and 

Safety."llZ 

This notable shif€ in rationale presents us with a discourse of danger, or, in the vernacular 

of Ibarra and Kitsuse, a rhetoric of endangerment. "[Tlhis idiom's hallmark is a kind of 

moral mhimdism;" issues are not raised as problematic "because they are immoral per 

se, but because they pose intolerable risks to one's health or safety" (39). Like the 

rhetoric of los, this idiom is situatecl as a counter-rhetorical strategy that relocates the 

focal point of the issue. In Ibarra and Kitsuse's words, it "shifis the site to which urgent 

action must attend" (39). 

Thus the discourse of danger draws the definitional struggle away fiom both the issue of 

aesthetics and the issue of historical-cultumi values. The real problem is neither aesthetic 

nor historical: it is medical. Regardless of whether Dave's World is a beautiful museum 

or an ugly pile of junlr, it is thngerour. The issue is rendered 'amoral' and is thereby not 

open to the perspectivizing strategy used to counter the District's aesthetic imperative. 

Neither is it subject to the vagaies of pinning down the real defînition of the word 

'museum.' 

The recommended solution cemains the cleansing of Dave's World, but the ostensible 

motives for doing so are markedly differe~lt+leansing is presented as a lamentable but 

necessary byproduct of the District's obligation and desire to serve and protect the public. 

"O Mcmorandum h m  tbc Maple Ridge Municipal Clcrk to the Administrator, Junc 25,1993, p. 1. 
I lL "Diûûict 10 Clcar Ropeny By Oider of BC Suprrw Coiirt," District of Maple Ridge News Release, 
Jauuary 15,1998, 
Il2 "Clean-up et 26981 Loughecd Hiiway," District ofMap1e Ridge News Rcleasq January 22,1998. 
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In a press release just prior to the Janwy 1998 police interventions at the site, Mayor 

Car1 Dutksen stated he ''cm appmiate that the site attracts collectors and people may 

enjoy poking arolntd there, but if there was [sic] a fire in that building or a cave-in due to 

structurai flaws, people would get hurt. That is a risk we are absolutely not prepared to 
~ e . w ~ 3  

The discourse of danger aligns itself with the nebuious and pwerful concept of 'public 

safety.' Fmther, it qualifies a special category ofclaimants to render their trutbs about 

Dave's Worl-nter: ihe expert. If the iiesthdc judgement is fickle and "in the eye of 

the beblder," and if the museum debate lacks adequate definitional expertise, the 

rhetoric of danger invokes the expertise of science. As Ibarra and Kitsuse point out, these 

claims are most persuasive: 

when it is evident medical judgement Las taken precedence over moral 
judgcmmt since the understanding of the human body that is grounded in 
scientific knowldge is presumed to bt both impartial and more factual, hence 
demonswably superior to views generaied by moral beliefs. (1993: 39)'" 

in an effort to secure scientifically indisputable evidence that Dave7s World was 

dangernus to the health, Life and safety of the public, the local health inspecter obtained a 

sample of 'drinkiag water' h m  a barre1 at tbe site and had it tested for coliform 

contamination. Alexander daims this water was used to irrigate his vegetable garden; 

test results revealed an 'unacceptable' coliform count in the water. The laboratory report 

was included in sutsequent court documents despite the District's lack of jurisdictional 

authority in health mattets. Provinciai authorities responsible for enforcement of the 

Hedth Act wete not Party to the legal action. 

The rhetoric of endangerment is deliverad in a scientijic slyle. Acwrding to Ibarra and 

Kitsuse, this style can often appear to be "styleless" (199350). Tt ptesents a technical 

and precise vocabuiary, a sober tone, and a disintetestcd bearing. nie "remise of the 

'' ''District to Clear Pr- By Order of BC Supnme Court," Disaiet of Mapie Ridgc News Rclease, 
January 15,1998, 



style is that the 'facts of the case' are objective, stable, and discoverable" (ibid.). Indeed, 

we do not find here a discourse that claims Dave's World is a 'dangerous disgrace' or a 

'disgusîing hazard*-the moral incantations that typified the aesthetic rhetoric are absent. 

In their place we fïnd references to 'sanitation' and 'electrical codes' and 'structural 

deficiencies.' This is the language of objective neutrality that raises the specter of 

quantifiable, demonstrable h d s  at Dave's World. 

But beneath the veil of objective science, there appeared to be little convincing evidence 

that Dave's World posed a significant danger to members of the public. While the 

discourse of danger did not provoke a diict conter-attack h m  members of the public, 

there were those who doubted the District's sincerity when it spoke of their safety. One 

editor of a local newspaper comments: "we have to wonder just what kind of health 

hazard Alexander and his rusting menagerie pose,""s and a local columnist notes that 

Yhere are many other sites in this t o m  that one could find just as aesthetically 

displeasing, or as potentially hannfiil to one's health."'16 

While the rhetoric of endangement is eventually forwarded in the public realm as the 

pcimary rationale for action, it is most thoroughly employed in an intergovernmental 

discourse between the District of Maple Ridge and provincial authorities. Throughout 

1994 and 1995, district officiais persistently sought to persuade the Ministry of 

Transportation and Highways and the Mistry of Health that Dave's World presented a 

"serious life safety hazard."I1' District officiais argued that because much of Alexander's 

collection was on lands under provincial care, the province was liable for any accidents 

or injuries that might transpire on those properties. Notably, provincial authorities were 

not convinced that Dave's World was dangerous enough to warrant immediate or drastic 

action. 

" Hm, lbanaand Kitsuse stand at the &steway to an exploration of dominant discourses and privileged 
cpisinologics. Howevcr, rathcr than cnnsing that thmhold, thcy opt to mnain within the reaim of the 
vcrnaculrr. 

uEdiid Ophion,'' The Times, Maah 9,1994. 
Il6 Tim T y k  "Hey, iay off the Place de Junque," The Thes, March 27,1994, p. 6. 
lL7 ln a keia h m  Mapk Ridge Cwf F i i  Ritvcntion Ofnccr Dane Spcnce to Madene Mandziak, Property 
Managcmcnt and Land Survey C d i ,  Minisuy of Transpom*on and Highways, Febniary 8,1994, 
P 1- 
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There were numerous meetings, negotiations, letten and telephone calls between district 

officials and representatives of the local health unit, the provincial Ministry of Health and 

the Mistry of Highways ptrtaining to Dave's World. In December of 1995, in what 

appears to be a finai attempt to convince provincial authorities of the need to take action, 

Mayor Durksen sent letters to the Minister of Health and the Minister of Highways. 

These letters included photographs and a survey of Dave's World illustrating the objects 

and their occupation of crown lands.'" The Mayor urged the ministers to take 

responsibility for the dangerous conditions on provincial pmperty. The Minister of 

Health responded that the "collection of materials on the properties, although unsightly, 

may not necessarily be hazardous to the public health," and M e r  advised that the local 

health unit was capable of handling any health concerns on the premi~es."~ The response 

h m  the Minister of Highways noted that appropriate actions were king taken by the 

Ministry regarding t rac  concerns, while other rnatters raised by the District were not 

within the Ministry's jurisdiction. 

Thus the Disûict's rhetoric of endangement was at best only partially successful. It is 

difficult to know just how much it may have pacified potential resistance to District 

actions, but one can assume that at least some citizens were swayed by the rhetorical 

ptesentation of this argument if not by its content. The rhetoric of endangement, like the 

rhetoric of loss, presents a composite of themes. The notion of the siate's duty to protect 

citizens in a liberal democracy; the nearly unassailable expertise of scientific evidence; 

and the discourse of danger-safety-health that is so prominent in our society today present 

a combined h n t  to deflect the rhetocic of loss. Evidently, however, as indicated by the 

persistence of civic support for Dave's World, few citizens were actually ahid  of geîting 

hurt at the site. As will be illustrated in a later section, the introduction, elevation and in 

particular the actions Camed out under the banner of this discourse of danger presents an 

ironic contradiction between the Dimkt's rationale and actions. 

'" Note thaî diis survey was p e r f i c d  and mdendprbr to the one included on page 24 of this thesis. 
Il9 In a leatr h m  Paul Ramsay, Miiistcr of Health and Miiistn Rcsponsible fw Seniors Co Maplc Ridge 
Mayor Car1 Duiksen, Jaauary 25,1995, p. 1. 
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In my view one sMdn't sûwt with the court as a pariicular form, and then go on 
to ask how and on what conditions thm could be a people's court; one should 
start with popular justice, with ads of justice by the people, and go on to ask 
what place a court couid have within this. ... my hypothesis is not so much ihat 
the court is the natuml expression of popular justice, but mthet that its historical 
function is to ensnarc it, to control it and to strangle it, by re-inscribing it within 
institutions which am typical of a state apparatus (Foucault, 1980:l). 

As the contlict over Dave's WorId entered into the formai legal system, it was 

t r ans fod .  The rich thetoncal content that characterized the civk discourse was absent 

h m  the courttoom, and a technical, legal discourse dominated the proceedings. It is in 

this forum that Dave, Dave's World and the contlict are most narrowly construed and 

most thoroughly consûicted. in the courthouse tendition of the conflict Alexander was 

reconstructed as an individiwl, void of social context and content. He was isolated fiom 

his supporters and the community in which he lives, and forced into a complex and 

jargon-oriented setting with unfamiliar des, procedures and language. Likewise, Dave's 

World itself was reconstituted not as a social institution or community resource; not as an 

educational facility or trade center, but simply as a piece of so-called 'real' property 

within a jurisdiction. To be sure, much was lost in this translation. The ideological 

constructions of ' r d  estate and jwisdictional renditions of space carve themselves 

deeply into the grain of western understanding. Property, authority and ownership are 

intertwined with our notions of space, place and control. 

Alexander bmught the conflict into the courboom when he filed a writ in the Supreme 

Court of British Columbia in September of 1995. In what he described as a "last tesort" 

to get the District of Maple Ridge ta stop their "vindictive practi~es,"'~~ Alexander argued 

that the District had telinquished jiaisdiction over the property when they denied his 

application for a business license because the site was slated for fiiture highway 

expansion. This denial ofjun'sdiction, said Aiexander, lefl him in a "state of 'papetual 

limbo,'" and the District bad since "iacreased theù attacks in a weird fit of vengeance." ''l 

Writ of Summons m The Suweme Couri of British Columbia Septembcr 13,1995. Court File # 
S27400, New westmiii~tct Reghy. 
12' Ibid. 



Despite k ing  notified of the hearing, neither the District nor its legal representatives 

attendeci the proceedings and Alexander was graated a default judgement. Justice Boyle 

ordered that the District of Maple Ridge was "enjoined h m  entry upon the land 

occupied" by Alexander.'" The District was not welcome at Dave's World. 

When the injunction expired one year later, Alexander sought to have it extended. This 

t h e ,  however, the District was pqamj- the i r  legal counsel appeared in court with an 

84-page petition requesting the court to order AIexander to clean up his property and 

remove several unauthorized buildings. The petition cited and included copies of zoning 

bylaws, building bylaws, the Unsightly-Untidy bylaw and the Municipal Act. It also 

included a detailed survey of the property (see page 24),38 photographs of the site and 9 

newspaper articles. Alexander was given t h e  to prepare a defense, and in October 1996, 

Madam Justice Boyd ordered the buildings at Dave's World closed to the public pending 

fùriher proceedings. During ihis closure, Alexander invited Dave's World visitors to 

write 'affidavits' in defense of him and/or his use of the property. 

On December 13,1996, Justice Cdiff heard the matter and ordered the property's owner, 

Ulrich Zenker, to remove unauthorized buildiigs, and fiirther ordered Alexander and 

Zenker to "remove al1 of the following h m  on and around the lands: 

(a) derelict, discarded, unused or inoperable vehicles, cm&, and parts thereof', 
(b) scrap metal, including al1 discarded, unused or inoperable metallic household 
appliances, including stoves, bedsteads, and similar materials, and 
(c) glass, ceramic materials, scmp lumber and other like materials. 

In his Oral Reasons for Judgement, Justice CatiifFstates: 

Perhaps because of the distance fiom which the photographs were taken h m  the 
objects, it does appcar to my untutorcd cyc to be an incdibly untidy collection 
of objects that arc s t d  mund this property, including many bicycles al1 at 
various angles and numemus other items. [And] ... materials outside the 
buildings ... appear to be, h m  the photographs, an unsightly jumble. ... un 
relation to] discardecl matcriais as d e M  in ihe relevant code ... it may be that 
[the rcspondents] will wish ta assert that some of the articlcs in question do not 
ffi that 

'* Order, Sup- Court of British Columbia, September 13,195, New Westminster Regisay # 527400. 
' " û a l ~ t i r ~ ~ ~ c p d i &  riiianiia13.1996. VananniaslpmieCarrcRegkay#A!%2749. 
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As per the "relevant code," h m  the District's unsightly-untidy bylaw: 

'DISCARDED MATERIALS means derelict, discarded, unwed or inoperable 
vehicles, crafts and paris thenof, scrap metal, including al1 discardecl, unused or 
inoperabfe metalic [sic] houschold appliances, including stoves, bedsteads, 
similar materials; glas, ceramic materials; swap lumber and other like 
materidmu 

As can be seen h m  these citations, Justice Catliff s order to remove materials from the 

site is drawn h m  and based upon the Unsightly-Untidy bylaw. However, his reasons 

clearly illustrate the aesthetidmoral content of the ding; the manifestation and 

ascription of meaning to the "objects" at Dave's World-they were, in the Justice's 

words, an "incredibly untidy" and ''unsightly jumble." Yet there are signais of 

uncertainty in the ascription. Catiiffadmits that his 'eye' is 'untutored' with respect to 

defuiing what constitutes untidiiess or unsightliness; that his perceptions may be 

misguided by the "distance h m  which the photographs were taken;" and he suggests 

that Alexander may wish to contest the bylaw-rendered definition of items as 'discarded.' 

üespite these uncertainties, this aesthetic judgement ultimately unlashed and justified 

the violent cleansing of Dave's World. 

By deîïnition, items/objects/curios/artifacts housed at a museum are neither discarded nor 

unused. Hence Alexander's contention remained, as suggested in Justice Catliff s niling, 

that his objects "did not fit that definition." To supp~a this contention, Alexander 

presented the court with 329 signed documents of support h m  members of the public. 

The content of these documents, some of which bas been cited previously, defines Dave's 

World as a multiplex social institution that is valued for its educational, economic, and 

other social/cornminiity fûnctions. However, Alexander States that when he presented 

these 'afiidavits' to the court, Justice Catiif'f6'pushed them aside," ding they were 

"inelevant background informati~n."'~ It should be noted that while these documents 

were written on affidavit forms, they were not inficf affidavits because they were not 

*' Coiporation ofthe District of Maple Ridge, Bylaw No. 952 - 1970; a bylaw to ngulatc untidy and 
wigbtly premiscs. Fmm Petition to the Court krwecn Corporation of the District of Maple Ridge and 
Ulrich Herbert Zenkcr and David Lawrence Alexander, Augua 21,1996, Vancouver Supmae Court 
Rqisûy # A962769. 
'ZJ F m  an interview with D. Akxandcr, 1999. 
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what kaowledge is required to enhance, modify or deny the representation" (1997:83). 

But such a rendering misses much of what is important about the site for many citizens; it 

excludes and denies the social realiw of Dave's World, and substitutes in its place a 

superficial, dry and empty depiction of a real property on a jurisdictional grid. Facchini 

(l999:lS) tells us that in law, "the translation h m  reality to legal discourse can lave 

certain emotions, realities, fiiture implications and voices unexpressed;" Witional legd 

pcactices and discourse fail to fully express the reality that a subject in law may 

encountertn As Alexander would later ask, "How do you tell a judge what is important 

about your placeYtZ6 This is the crux of the problem: how does one adequately translate 

a thick and heartfelt reality into a technical legal argument? '1 love the place and so do 

350 other people' will not and did not sufilce; 'it makes us srnile' is "irrelevant"; 'it 

provides a beneficial educationai experience' is not a compelling legal claim. It is not 

that Alexander and Dave's World supporters lack the words and discursive resources to 

render cogent and persuasive claims, it is that the law's nmwly c o n f i  epistemologies 

make no m m  for these claims. Yet this is not surprising-in fact this is what the law is 

meant to do. Its purpose is to remove conflicts h m  our communities, reconstnict them 

in a fonnal and conttolled setting, and 'resolve' them. For good and bad, this goes to the 

very heart of liberai law. But this process is hught with problems. 

in retrospect, Alexander States that his cowûoom experiences were oflen ûustrating and 

bewildering. "It was as if they had it al1 figured out before 1 got there . . . 1 was the only 

one that didn't know what was going on. . . 1 felt like 1 was snowballed the whole 

w a ~ - ~ ' ~ ~ ~  This is the feeling of dienation, of dehumanization and decontextuaiizatiori-of 
king tumcd into the juridic subject, of which Facchini (1999) s@s. 

One of the means by which this decontextualization takes place is found in what might be 

termed a tautological ontology: law creates its own objects and then acts upon them. The 

individtull is a telling and well-known example of tbis ontology. Critical theorists have 

long pointed out the negative effects of this construction, wbich '"masks and denies the 

U6 IntcnrPcw with D. Alexander, 1999. 
ln InteNieWs with D. Alexaader, 1999. 



essentiai human intemnnectedness of societsil members mis well as their common 

experiences and cooperative or collective interests" (Einstadter and Henry, 1995: 236). 

The effect is that people are treated as commodities (236). The legal individuai is the 

juridic subject, otherwise known as "the reasonable man." Sexism notwithstanding, this 

reasonable man, as well as his [sic] individuality, is a fiction. The isolation of a so-called 

individual h m  the social context that gives rise and meaning to himher; fiom the very 

context required to create the absüacted fiction of individuality, is a distortion. Such 

pwity and ideai fonns are neither reflected in nor reflective of the world. But these are 

the fictions upon which the law must stand in order to define a world that is 

comp&ensible, ptedicîable and conûollable, for good, bad and ugly. 

It is ironic yet not surprising that Alexander enters the court as a juridic subject not only 

by the court's rendering, but by his own-he is a staunch individualist espousing his 

rights to seek pleasure and income in any way that does not h m  others. implicitly, 

Alexander touts the rationales of John Stuart Mill and others of his genre; he has faith in 

the traditional and well-known discoutses of law in a liberai democracy. These are 

dominant discourses that permeate the social body, and Alexander interprets and 

forwards his case within the parameters of these available and seemingly beneficial 

terms. But Our cornmonly held image of the courtroom as a place where the finer points 

of philosophy and social wellbeing are debated is misguideci: the court's practical 

fiuiction is to establish legal guiltlviolation or not. Many popular fiIms and culturai 

constructions portray the courtroom as a forum for debating 'right' and 'wrong'; 'justice' 

and 'injustice'; the uneasy association of law and liberty; and the division between the 

public and the private. However, these popular notions often do not correspond with the 

everyday opedons of our courts. 

One of the fimctions that liberal law is to perfonn-the removaî and resolution of 

coaflicts in order that we rnay enjoy peacefiil communities-is a doul~le-edged sword that 

may also hann out communities. In Conjlicts os Properry, Nils Christie (1972) contends 

that the mechanisms and p d u m  of formai Iegal systerns steai conflicts h m  the 

communities to which they rightfbüy belong. Among various means by which this thefi 
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is accomplished, Christie implicates 'experts' as primary cuiprits. "Lawyers," says 

Christie, "are pariiculacly good at stealing conflicts" (298). Of course, when it cornes to 

courtmms, lawyets are alsa particulady good at navigating complex legal issues; at 

talking law-speak and cooting out and acguing the technical details of statutes. However, 

their role as intermediaries removes conflicts h m  those for whom they have the most 

devance. In the case at band, the 'public' problem of Dave's World is removed h m  

those who are supposedly repte~ented: lawyers attend the court hearings on behalf and in 

the absence of Disûict officials, and District officiais in turn ostensibly represent their 

likewise absent constituents-in the public interest. This indirect chah of repcesentation 

plays a role in the de-socialmtion of the confiict, rendering it into legal technicalities 

instead of a series of contested social tealhies. Those who swore in their 'aflïdavits' that 

Dave's World offers a "distinctive, c o l o d  alternate expecience in touri~m;"'~ that it is 

a "unique, fiin recycling operati~n;"'~ that it is a "place where parents can take their kids 

to leam about their past;""O and that it "belongs in our community;""' are silenced. 

'The big loser," contends Christie, "is usyy (I972:303). The community loses an 

"oppor~unityfor norm clarflcatiod' as well as "opportunities for a continual discussion 

of what represents the law of the land" (303, emphasis in original). To be sure, there 

were those in the community who wisbed to darifi, contest and negotiate aesthetic 

norms, as well as norms of acceptable ri& levels, and norms of historical values. 

However, the legal apparatus neither encouraged nor pennitted such debate. 

Thus in law we have Dave's World the vacuous parcel of 'real' property; we have the 

representatives of the representatives of the ostensibly represented public; and we have 

Dave Alexander representing his juridic self. This configuration is far removed h m  tir 

civic renditions of the confiict and its meaninp. Facchini claims that the "need for a 

more expressive fom of law is a dire one. People today are lefl unexpressed in law and 

are forced to operate within a language tecognizes one logic and one reality only" 

Affidavit of Michael SMhQ of Miple iüdgc. 
Affidavit of Peta Martin of West Vancouver. Udmcore in original. 
Affidavit of Susaa Scott of Pitt Mcacbws @dmt to Mapk Ridge). '' Affidavit of Kaley York of Mission (djafeat to Mapic Ridge). 



(l999: 18). Maple Ridge's contention that it '"pnts a wealth of diversity whiIe defjing 

detiniti~n'''~~ may be in need of nthinlllng. Alexander and Dave's World are testrunent to 

what can h a p p  when one attempts to de@ definition when the definers speak the 

dominant discourse of The Law. 

Although the law constructs its own objects and domains of authority (jurisdictions), it 

does not and camot do so in isolation of the social world. Like al1 of human di ty ,  law 

is formulateci and distributeci in a social context. Perhaps the most overt sign of this 

interdependence can be found in Justice Catlitrs finding that Dave's World is an 

'inccedibly untidy,' 'unsightly jurnble.' Contrary to the terminology used, these 

judgements are not rendered under the auspices of the Unsightly-Untidy bylaw-they are 

aesthetic judgements of personal and cultutal taste; not empirical maiters of fact. 

Interestingly, the observation that law cannot be manifested outside of the social realm 

may offer hope that law may accommodate the social as well as order it. 

The configuration, prominence and voicing of rhetorical idioms in the courtroom were 

different h m  those in the civic forum: the museum was out; danger was negligible; ugly 

was prllnary; and beauty was over-ded. The courtrwm rendition, like the opening of 

the conflict in 1992, was characterized by an aesthetic rhetonc enmeshed in the 

vemacular of the Unsightly-Untidy By-law. Ibarra and Kitsuse's constructionist 

program, while it defines and describes the style, idiornatic content, motifs, counter- 

rhetoncal status and setting of claims, f d s  short of questioning how and why some 

claims are accorded authority in some forums wbile others are silenced. Here the andyst 

must attempt to comprehend not only the histoncal contingency of the discourses h m  

which rhetorics are drawn, but also the differential d e s  and mecbanisms by which 

"knowledge" is consûucted h m  claims in and across forums. What is the legal m h  

about Dave's World? 

httpJ/~~~.di~*Ct.mcipIe-ridge.calweIc~mehtml (no longer availabk). 



Ulhately, it is difficult to know how a Iaw that recognizes and considers the multiple 

realities and rich textures of sacid Iife could maintah a semblance of order in the long 

m. It is the very pre-existent ontology, episteniology anci texts of law that render it 

predictubIe+me of the fiindamental priaciples of liberal law, However, many 

acknowledge that quasi-legal forum and proceediags based on community participation 

can mitigate some of the shortcornings of f d  iaw. Perhags a community venue would 

have been a less restrictive, more pruductive and more representative forum for resolving 

ihe conflict ovm Dave's World, In many respects the issue was negotiated in the 

informai settings of the local media, via cornplaint ietters to the municipality and in tûe 

texts of those who authored baffïdaMts.' However, as revealed earlier in the thesis, it is 

the discourses that are pennittedlacknowledged in the decision-making forums that are 

most relevant to how a bylaw infraction led to the use of police force to cleanse Dave's 

Wodd. The legal f o m  dominaîes this decision-making process and the law is a 

dominant discounts, if thete is a site in which the exclusion of certain claimants is most 

informative to the research question, it is the courtroom, In light of th*, one mut broach 

the question: what is 'civil' about civil law wtien civilians are denied their voice in the 

process; when the 'the public' remains unheard at so-called public hearings? 



SITUATING DISCOURSE 

Up to this point in the analysis, 1 have examined wbat has been said, who said it, with 

what resources, and where. 1 have also o f f d  some account of the Iink between the 

discursive sûuggles of the here-and-now and the larger realm of discourses within which 

we necessarily operate. 1 now turn to an exploration of some other contextual features 

that promise to shed light on the codict. F i  1 look to the actual, physical cleansing of 

Dave's World in tenns of police force and the contradiction it reveals between the 

District's actions and reasons. The conflict is then set within the changing landscape of 

Maple Ridge and the underlying suburban imperative that compels social change through 

spatial reorganization. F i l y ,  an economic tum of events that threatened to upset my 

discursive diagnosis of the conflict is examined. The overall suggestion of these analyses 

is that discourse, rather than operathg at an abstract level, is mutuaily constituted by and 

within a cornplex, interwoven worlb-or as Huxley might say, a Vast, ramifying reality" 

(1958:vii). Discouise cannot be adequately understood in isolation h m  other feahires 

and phenomena of ihe world. 

The Dicrion of Conhadicrion 

Diction: The manner of expressing ideas in words. Good diction implies proper 
grammar, a wide vacabulary and skill in the choice and arrangement of words 
(Gage Canadian Dictionary, 1983528). 

The Disûict of Maple Ridge gave two primary rationales for cleansing Dave's World. 

The k t  is aesthetic-Dave's World violates the municipal standards set out in the 

untidy-unsightly bylaw; the second is public safety-patrons of the museum were at nsk 

of injury by cave-in, h, t r a c  accident, tripping and falling on debris and so on. in 

order to rectifj the violation of these codes, the District of Maple Ridge sent 38 armed 

police officers and 2 police dogs into Dave's World at 2 am. to forcetiilly remove 

disappmving citizens and cleanse the site. In conjunction with the rationale of public 

safety, îhe police intervention canied out at Dave's World consummates a paradox at the 

intersection of the D i c t ' s  motives and actions. Stated concisely, District officiais 

endangemi the public in the interest of public safety. 
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An Ontologt'cal QuaIfication 

in order to expose this contradiction, 1 adopt îhe epistemological stance of the District of 

Maple Ridge. That is, 1 occupy a ' d s t '  stance fiom which 1 propose to 'objectivelyy 

assess and discuss the h a m  and potential harms of to Dave's World. By evaluating 'real 

world' conditions, and especially by evduating claims advanceci in the conflict under 

study, 1 violate the ontological purity of Ibarra and Kitsuse's 'strict constnictionist' 

program. They would accuse me of 'contological gerryme8ndering9' and "going native" 

(3 1). For them, analysts of social problems ought not to succumb to such temptation 

because assessing the merits of the claims one studies thrusts the analyst into the claims- 

rnaking process itself'. This presumably imperils the analyst's objectivity, an objectivity 

made possible by Ibarra and Kitsuse's 'sûict constnictionist' approach. 

By rny reckoning, and as per the confessions ofmy approach, 1 am already involved in 

the process of (re)constnicting Dave's Wodd and the conflict-1 am a claims-maker. 

Moreover, following Miller (1993:353), '6all talk makes a claim." Likewise we rnight 

invoke Denida's well-known contention that "to speak is to fight." Sociological, 

criminological and other analyses are no exception, but sornehow, Ibarra and Kitsuse's 

'objective' methodology, which purportedly "never leaves language" (1993: 3 1)' misses 

this point. 

1 am not alone in my reluctance to abide by Ibarra and Kitsuse's ontological restrictions. 

Best (1993) for example, tells us that " h c t  consûuctionism places unreasonable 

constraints on sociologists who hope to understand social problems" (13 l), and he doubts 

"whether a strict constnictionist analysis is possible, or even desirable" (136). Best 

recommends instead that we opt for what he and others cal1 contextual comrructionism, 

which situates "claims-making within its context of culture and social structure" (1 39). 

According to Best, Ibarra and Kitsuse have effectvely m t e d  themselves into an 

armchair" (138), and theii program is unable to "ünk thetotic to social arrangements" 

(141). 



Likewise, HazeIrigg (1993) contends that the benefits of Ibarra and Kitsuse's analytical 

purity are not cornensurate with the costs. For bim, analysts like Ibarra and Kitsuse 

simply p ~ n d  their program is objective by failmg to reaüze that analysts' 

recoastnictions of memben' claims is necessarily and simultaneously an interpretive 

practice. For Hazelrigg, there is no such thing as "a view h m  nowhere," and the extent 

to which any given perspective appears thus is simply the extent to which we share the 

underlying assumptions that locate that view. Troyer (1993) contends that the strict 

constructionist program tends to privilege analysts and disguise their creations as 

disc~veries.'~ And Gordon (1993) tells us that strict constructionists are 'neo- 

objectivists' who have substituted discourse for social conditions as the 'knowable' 

object of study. This fom of objectivism clairns on the one hand that empirical reality 

does not exist outside of the discursive, but on the other that discourse can be isolated and 

treated empirically. 

Perhaps the most compelling reason to partake of this ontological gerrymeandering-this 

trespass into the epistemological realm of realism, is that the contradiction itself is a 

discursive accomplishment. Had the ostensible motive not been public safety, there 

would have ôeen no contradiction. A thorough analysis of the claims-making process 

amund Dave's World thus requires the exposure and explication of this paradox. What 1 

appreciate in Ibarra and Kitsuse's wamings is that readers ought to be made aware when 

the analyst is d d l i n g  the ontologicd border between (strict) constnictionism and 

wntextuajism or realism. Hence, readers may consider themselves duly warned: 

ontological gerrymeandering ahead! 

The Distict's experts, through their epistemological codes, constmcted Dave's World as 

a h d  to the public; as an unacceptable risk. Admittedly, 1 do not have the 'expertise' 

available to these authorities or access to the various testing equipment one might require 

to assess the actual dangers of Dave's World. However, insight can be gaineci by 

examinhg the record of injuries incurred at the site-a record that casts doubt upon the 

" For Mer critique and d ï w i o n  of the agenda ad methods of strict constnictionists, see G. Miller 
(1993); Holstein and G. Miller (1993); HazcIn'gg (1986); and Woolgar and Pawluch (1985). 
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sincenty of the Disûict's claim that public d e t y  is the prirnary reason for action. 

Ultimately, Dave's World is too unique and human behavior too complex for the District 

or me ta calculate public danger with any degree of accuracy. This is, 1 beliwe, less true 

of the police-assisted cleansing that o c c d  at the site. 

I have been unable to find any evidence or testimony of injuries occurring at Dave's 

World excepr those i n c d  during instances of police intervention in January of 1998.Ul 

In the course of police opecations at the site, at least three people were bitten by police 

dog~;'~' two persons were injured in a car accident; and several &or injuries were 

incurred during arrests.IM Evidence of these injuries has been corroborated via several 

sources inciuding police documentation, eye-witnesses and videotape footage of the 

scene. in addition to these 'real' injuries, one can comprehend the potenfial for injury 

resulting h m  police intervention of this magnitude and under these specific 

circumstances (i.e., two am., angry citizens, amed police, and use of bodily force). The 

police operation bmught its own danger to Dave's Wotld, some of which was realized as 

empirical bodily ham. 

Yet Mayor Durksen insisted that the District's '%m concern is for the public safety of 

people and that's why we are doing it this way [at 2 am.].""' Councilor Linda King 

reiterated this position in the local press: 

Linda King said council chose the 2 a.m. start time for the cleanup at the 
ramshackle Lougheed Highway museum and flea market in Whonnock because it 
presented the best chance to avoid serious injury. 

This despite intdews / discussions with D. Alexandet; 1. Gough-Townsend; and R. Stockbnregger, al1 
of whom have ben rcgular attcndants at Dave's World. Likewise, District records, while hdicating a 
desire to uncover 'accidents* at the site, uhimatcly makt no mention of injuries accurring on or near the 
vpcity as a mit of the property itsclf. 
F m  interviews witb D. Alexamierand phomjournalist C. Russell who was bitten by a police dog 

d u ~ g  police "Dave* brot&r, fnmd fim charges," in The Mqple R*e-Pin Meudows News, 
Ianuary 2!&1998, p. 3; Complaint Fann fileci by Tarnmy Stockbniegger with the Canadian Mounted 
Police, Miission B.C, on W o f h c r  son, who was b i i  by a police dog during a civil demonsaation; 
and photograpbs ofdog bite injuries sustaincd by s e v d  demonstrators. 
mi Fmm interviews with D. Alexanderv 199û-99. 
*' "Protesters halt Dave's Wdd clam-up," in The Mission Ci& Record, January 22,1998, p. 5. 
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'It was ssfety prccautions as much as anything else,' shc said. 'It was the propet 
thing to do m tenns of looking af€er the safety of out citizens, anyone who 
happeneci to be on the site, including Mr. Alexander.' 

King said the municipal switchboard has fieldcd lots of calls since the cleanup of 
Dave Alexander's home Iast Thutsday, most of which were critical of die 
municipality's hard line. 'You always get more calls on the negative side, that's 
just human nature)) she said!" 

These claims present a subtle and ironic twist in the discourse of public safety. District 

officiais argue that the primary ceason they are cleansing Dave's World is to protect the 

public, and M e r ,  the early-moming timing is also an act taken in the interest of public 

s a f i .  Yet it is the District's own actions that present the danger they are acting to 

minimize by scheduling the cleansing for 2 am.: there will be fewer commuters on the 

highway to be injured in potential car accidents and presumably fewer protesters to be 

injured by police enforcement. Of course, one could also argue that Dave's Wodd 

protesters brought danger to Dave's World by their violation of the law. Ultimately, 

however, protesters did not c l ah  to enter Dave's World in the interest of public safety, 

and neither do we expect of them the same criteria for justifying action and expenditure 

as ihat we expect of elected goverment, 

The District's talk of safety in the context of the police intervention constitutes a fom of 

what Coe (1998) calls doublespeck. '"[Dloublespeak involves statements that are formally 

true . . . [un some legalistic or technical sense, doublespeak seems to communicate, but 

actually it deceives" (1). The District's claim that it is coordinating the raid on Dave's 

World for two am. in order to minimize potential injury to the public is formaliy tnie-it 

seems likely that there would be fewer people dnving on the highway and fewer 

protesters at Dave's World to be injuted. Yet the notion that the District poses the very 

danger it proposes to m h h h e  is circumscribed. This vacancy speaks volumes. 

But if the District's '% concem [was] for the public safety of people," as Mayor 

Durksen argued, one wonders how the potential for public injury inherent in this kind of 

" "Covert clcpnup for sa- sike -councillor," in The V~coyyer Province, January 27,1998, p. A8. 
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police intervention was overlooked. Cauncilor King's contention that the 2 am. 

cleansing was "the proper thhg to do in tem of lwking &et the dety of ow citizens" 

takes on a rather batning quality in light of the arguably overt patentid for harm. Given 

the injuries kurred at the site and the potential for injury one might reasonably foresee 

in the use of police force, deduction indiCates that one motive which does not dequately 

e x p h  the forceftl cleansing of Dave's World is public safety. 

Of course, my d y s i s  of this paradox is literally andjguratiwly rhetoncal. The issue is 

not safkty; it is control. The observations of Sir Robert Peel, ofkn considered the 

founder of modem policing, may provide Uisight here. Peel's "key insight was that the 

less explicit the threat of violence and the more explicit the concern for public safety, the 

more effective policing is  likely to be" (Jwk, 1982: 23). Coe (1998) directs our attention 

to motive: "What does this utterance do?" he asks. In the case at hand it stems clear that 

the safety rationale is intendeci to pci@ potentid tesistance and justify the use of bodily 

force. Thus the contradiction is resolved if we bracket the District's concem for public 

safety, and subs t i~e  'contml' for the ward 'saféty' in the rhetork of District officials. 

The discourse of public safety is, as Ericson and Haggerty (1996) observe of al1 

discourse, strategic, What does this utterance do? It cleanses Dave's World and re-excrts 

control ovet the jurisdictional spaces of Maple Ridge. It sends a clear message to those 

who would resist-resistance is futile. The point here is that even if one ventures to 

adopt îhe epistemology of the District of Maple Ridge, the relativdy objective evidence 

of events at the scene do not reflect favorably u p n  the District's rationale and actions. 

Thus it is 'rational' to look elsewhere for motives, 

Dave's World is defitely clangemus, It is dangernus to authority. It is a statement of 

defiance too loud to be tolerated; too populrir to be negotiated. Alexander is a dangrnus 

person who openly flaunts his disobedience and thteatens to incite the masses. These are 

the dangers of Dave's World that invite the janitotial tour &furce. The discourse of 

public safety is Md& and ridden into Dave's World with aU the discursive imagery of a 

white steed of the public interest, but it is a Trojan hotse whose benevolent shell cloaks a 

bowel-fiill of violence and de&. Conîml is the name of this game. 
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The Suburban Imperative 

The urgency of the n d  to takc action [against sububan sprawl] is underlined by 
the tint signs of a radical change in the character of Maple Ridge: the change 
h m  a mral to a suburban community. ... The subdivision of land is not merely a 
matter of cuithg up material for sale over the counter; it is the creation of 
communities for people to live in. (Nigel Richarthon, in a Report prepared f i  

Made Ridge Council, 1959). 

Maple Ridge is a fast-growing community. . . . there is a current of change urging 
us on, bringing new businesses to serve our expanding population, encouraging 
housing and development. (The Corporation of the District of Mapie Ridge, 
1 

The conflict over Dave's World is a complex network of relations-some competing, 

some coordinated, othets indifferent-ail of which CO-exist, interact and develop in 

numerous ways. To undetstand what happened and how, we must look not only to the 

specific elements of the case, but also consider the broader backdrop upon which the 

cadlict is played out. To some extent 1 have done this by connecting tbe micro-level 

rhetorical claims of the stniggle to the macro-level discourses within which they are 

fiameci, But historically grounded discourses are growided in a more literal seme as 

well; they do not operate in isolation h m  other b i t s  and possibilities. Here 1 engage 

and explore the dimension of space. 

One of the locally available discourses that Dave's World supporters were able to draw 

upon is a discourse of discontent with the rate of suburbanization taking place in the rural 

communities of Maple Ridge. This discourse is widely available in the area, where 

development and growth have been contentious social and political issues throughout 

much of its history.'" 

13' District of Maple Ridge Internet site (no longer avaiile). '" ïk  1W municipri elcction p l a t f i  centCrcd on issues rclatcd to development and suburbanimtion. 
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The following graph illustrates the population growth of Maple Ridge h m  1921 through 

the present, with estimates to 2021. 

Population of Maple Ridge* 

Year 

As can be seen, the population of Maple Ridge is expected to continue growing for some 

time. According to the District, much of the development planned for the next twenty 

years is slated to take place in the eastern portion of the municipality."' Graph 4, 

obtained fiom the District's Internet site,'" ciearly illustrates this expectation. Several of 

these areas-most notably Thom Hill, Albion and Cottonwood, which will accommodate 

some 13,000 new homes-are not far h m  Dave's World (see map on page 25). The 

District says the "housing stock in Maple Ridge will almost double over the next 20 years 

to just under 38,000 units in 2016."'" 

Sources: Lower Mainland Rcgioaal Planning Board, 1967; British Columbia Statistics; and Health 
canada.. "' Thefc is a "foncast of funar midmtial mwth in the east md of the D i i c t n  - - -  - -~ - - 

~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ . d i s n i n m a p ~ c . n d g t . c a / b u s i n ~ ~ ~ l  @cc«nkr 16,1998, no longe; avaiile). '" b#pJl~~~.disainmapl~~dgc.bc.ca/buiaesshml @eccmkr 16, 1998, no longer available). 



Crapb 4. 
201Y#r Houshg Projections 

District of Maple Ridge 

Development, suburbanization and an inmashg population demand and preclude the 

reorganization of space. In tum and in tandem, this reocganization of space neceswily 

reorganizes social life. "Urùanization involves much more than the concentration of 

population. It arises hm, and gives tise to, hdamental changes in the nature of 

economy and society" (Tidal and Tindal, 1995: 68). While my analysis has thus far 

focused largely on coaiescing and clashhg trajectocies of discourse (of dangerisafety, 

aesthetics, historical value) and on the act of cleansing, we must contemplate this 

discursive convergence upon Dave's World with another phenomenon: spatial 

reorganization. 

When asked if there is a place for geography in his analyses, Michel Foucault, considered 

a major contributor to discourse analysis, begins his answer in the negative. By the time 

the conversation played out, however, Foucault avers îhat he has "enjoyed this discussion 

. .. because I've changed my mind since we sîarîed" (Foucault, 1980:77). He adds: 

The longer 1 continue, the more it seems to me that the formation of discourses 
and the gcncalogy of knowtedge n d  to k analysai, not in tmns of types of 
wnsciousness, modes of perception and fonns of ideology, but in terms of tactics 
and stmtcgies of powcr. Tactics and stmtcgies deployed through implantations, 
distributions, dmiarcations, conml of territories and organizations of domains 
which wuld wll makt up a sort ofgcopoIitics ... geography must indeed lie at 
the kart of my con-. (77) 

hap.J/~~~.dUtnct.mrpk-ridge.~.edbusmesSSitml @ecemkr 16,1998, no longer avaiiable). 
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The precedhg graphs iliustrate just such 'distributions,' 'implantations,' and 

organizations of domains as Foucauit suggests. Likewise, such tactics and strategies are 

incumbent upon the 'contml of temtories.' 

The spatial permeates the confiict over Dave's World. It is predicated upon legal 

juridictions (municipal, provincial, federal); it encompasses the contesting of 

juridictions (Alexander claimed the Disûict relinquished their jurisdiction to the 

province, and the municipality attempted to place the problem in provincial jurisdiction 

while the latter accepted only a L i t e d  jurisdiction). The site's highly visible location on 

a major thoroughfare played a d e  in the conflict, as did the specific culturai attributes of 

many residents of the region. Even the desire to rearrange or remove objects at Dave's 

World reveals a desire to control space, One could, and perhaps should, devote an entire 

thesis to a navigation of the codict's spatial dimensions. 

The tenn jurisdiction signifies the merger and mutual constitution of law and space. Yet, 

as Blomley (1994) contends, ttiere bas been relatively little analysis of this juncture. His 

Geographies of Law opens up a multidisciplinary space for such study. "The legal 

representation of space," argues Blomley, "mut be seen as constituted by-and in tum, 

constitutive of-complex, normatively charged and ofien competing visions of social and 

political life under law" (1994: xi). Drawing out the intimate CO-existence and co- 

production of the social and the spatial, Blomley and Bakan assert that "[slpace, like l a ~ ,  

is not an empty or objective category, but has a direct bearing on the way power is 

deployed and social life constituted" (1992:669-70). Unpacking and examining the 

spatial, however, is made difficult by the "assumed passivity and objectivity" with which 

it is represented to us (667); "Both law and space are frequently presented in both 

everyday and academic Life as objective, asocial, and 'innocent' (Blornley, 1994 xiii). 

As Lefebvre (1976) points out 

Spacc is not a scientXc object removeci h m  idcology or politics; it has always 
becn politicai and strategic. if space bas an air of neutrality and indifference with 
regarâ to its contents and thus secms to k 'purcly' fonnal, the epitome of 
rational absiraction, it is pmisely bccause it has a h d y  been occupied and used. 
... Spacc ... is a product literally filled with ideologies. (in Blomley and Bakan, 
1992:667). 
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We must view w e y s  of Dave's World iike the one 1 have included on page 24 as more 

than 'innocent' representations of the 'd world. Such representations remake the 

world in the process of describig it. Keeping in mind Blomley's (1994: xiii) assertion 

that 'înapmaking has fiequently been driven by the imperatives of irnperialism and 

control," we might benefit by recognizing such surveys as control cartography. 

There is a sort of te-colonization of eastem Maple Ridge, which commands not only the 

introduction and rearrangement of buildings and bodies, but also the reorganization of 

social life. With this re-mapping of the terrain cornes a new standard of aesthetics, and 

this theme does not go unnoticed by those who resist the suburban trend; those who 

challenge it body-to-body and word-to-word at Dave's World. The destruction of Dave's 

World is rendered an indicator of suburbanity's expansion across the landscape; its 

pattern of sprawl heading outward h m  the metropdis of Vancouver. Distaste for the 

aesthetic trappings of development are expressed by one local resident in an affidavit 

defending Dave's World: "[w]e don't need anoîher mall herel"" Another citizen says 

"'~leritage* is a nasty concept for those who would transform the Fraser Valley into 

vinyl-dad holding cells for unhappy co~nrnuters."'~~ An editorial letter from a 

Newfoundland tourist sarcastically says "tear it down and build a strip mall."'" 

The cultural dependence of aesthetic sensibilities is aptly wrought by one citizen in a 

letter to the Mayor of Maple Ridge: 

I'm pretty sure that most of the complaints you have received [about Dave's 
World] come h m  tidy-minded suburbanites whose aesthetic sense, as expressed 
in rows of identical houses in treeless ghettos, is outraged at the idea that 
someone's idea of order might be diffennt, and, well, even a bit messy. It takes 
al1 kinds Mr. Mayor, and 1 would urge you and the other municipal politicians to 
reconsider your own tidy-minded decision to drive this man out of his home and 
his world!" 

lu Kevùi Boy, Vancouver (afndavït # 27). 
lu Charles H d m ,  Maple Ridge (affidavit # 183). 
"~ear it down and build a sûip mall," k Bucicland, New Zedand, Tlie News, date and page uncertain. 
"' Cornplaint letter, Sanuary 19,1998. Author's name withheld undcrtht Freedom of l ~ i m a t i u n  A a  
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The evident d-sprawl of our time and place m a l s  the wotkings of spatial-social 

change. Dependence on the automobile and a highly mobile work force paves the way 

for highway expansion; municipal competition for higher tax revenues and 'economic 

growth' divides and subdivides d pastures and mountain forests alike. The nearly 

inexplicable pairhg of the bordethe-antonyms 'growth and progress' merges with 

rational bureaumatic efficiency in the new order of Maple Ridge; a suburban order. The 

Long Range Regional Plan of the area, which bas plotteci a population of 200,000, deems 

that "[tlhe fiture of Maple Ridge holds in store vast and ciramatic changes'' wherein "al1 

of Mapb Ridge's buitdable [sic] area" is developed. This is an hperative and trajectory 

with inertia, and it has a considerable-although rather obscure-influence on the 

conflict over Dave's World. 

As 1 have argued previously, cultural identity is inexûicably linked with the struggle over 

Dave's World. It is likewise enmeshed with the resistance to subutbankation. When the 

District of Maple Ridge says "there is a cunent of change urging us on, bringing new 

businesses to serve ow expanding population, encouraging housing and development," 

one must ask exactly who the terms 'us' and 'ouf denote. As Maple Ridge resident M. 

Zwaal has pointed out, the attack on Dave's Wodd is a "symbol of the changing times;" 

Maple Ridge's "change fiom easy going small t o m  to big city; faceless and 

indifferent.'"" Dave's World and the contlict it inspired open up a space for the 

expression of resistance to development and the kinâs of social changes that accompany 

suburbanization. Like the aesthetic defiance that Dave's World poses to authority, the 

counter-growth mentality is dangerous. It is dangerous to 'economic development' and 

' progress.' 

'" "Dave's Place givcs us colour," The Mqple Ri&e Emes, 11998. 



Reading Dave 's World 

Dave's World is a conveyot of symbals; a discursive text in the struggle to establish 

meaning. As the conflict over Dave's World unfoldeci, the symbolic messages of Dave's 

World were ce-writâen; it was invested with new meaning. hnically, the Disûict's own 

actions and arguments pmvided the ikst instaiiment of this symbolic investment in 

Dave's World. The aesthetic proclamation of Dave's World became increasingly clear: 

resist! The site came to represent the inevitable and ever-present gaps in an otherwise 

seamless surface of contml; it exposed the struggles, victories and losses that underlie, as 

Miller puts it, "every appacently settled order" (1 993: 6). Alexander pied open and 

occupied those gaps, inviting us to job him-to occupy reaiity in the ongoing struggle to 

define and re-dehe the world and its meaning. This oh-so-visible and defiant message is 

indeeâ dangerous-dangetous to authority. Resistance is perhaps not entirely futile. 

In an analysis of inner-city graffiti writing, Ferre11 (1995) contends that this fonn of 

expression represents resistance to the igid spatial and segregating controls of utban 

authority. "Physically segregated cities," notes Ferrell, "control (or destroy) public space 

and public communities through pnvatization and physical insulation" (77). Shopping 

malls, residential enclaves, k w a y s  and transit routes act to fracture and isolate 

communities. The writing of graffiti is a reclamation of space and an assertion that, as 

one graffiti writer puts it, "I'm here" (in Ferrell, 1995: 78). David Alexander, as artistic 

resistor and creator of Dave's World, and those who supporteci his efforts, struggle in a 

similar way. They wish to ceclaini andlor maintain a public space and a community 

institution. Dave's World poigaantly shouted "We're here" to al1 passen-by. Numemus 

references to the spatial and aesthetic impositions of suburbanhtion found in the 

writings of Dave's World patrons t e s w  to this struggle not only to d e h e  theù world but 

to maintain or arrange it stnichirauy to their l ihg.  Here again the macro meets the 

micro upon the social and physical space that is Dave's World. As Ferrell observes of 

the subculture of gtaniti writing, the "aesthetics of authority" is challenged while 

alternative communities and stnictures of meaning are built. Dave's World makes good 

reading. 



The threat to Dave's World is a k a t  to cultural divetsity. Brown (1993: 503) argues 

that the "authority of states is achieved by the suppression of cultural dserence." The 

pmcess by which this is accomplished is naming: to name the world is not just to describe 

it, but to construct it (Brown 1993). "[Sltate formation may be seen as a kind of intemal 

colonization, ethnocide, and maintenance of authority by dominant groups through 

labeling and suppressionn (Ibid.). This contention brings the definitional struggle over 

Dave's World into clear political focus. Order is a fiinction of homogeneity, and 

aesthetic order is no different. The symbolic content of Dave's World comes to deny the 

power of the 'official' naming proces and its incumbent morai hietarchies; to reclaim the 

power to name. It exposes the slippery grip of the word upon reality-or rather-the 

slippery grip of a reality produced by words. 

An Economic Turn 

In the Background section of this paper, we lefi Dave's World in a process of cesurrection 

following the police intervention of January 1998. By the Spring of 1999, like a Phoenix 

arisen from the a~hes,"~ Alexander's collection had reached proportions nearing those of 

the cleansing the.  District authorities were again contemplating action. This time, 

however, the District opted for a method that had been suggested and rejected years 

earlier-they entered into negotiations to purchase the property fiom owner Ulrich 

Zenker. An agreement was reached in May of 1999. Alexander, noting that he had 

always "gotten on well" with Zenker and did not want to cause further complications for 

him, agreed to vacate by the end of August. 

On September la, 1999, David Alexander oversaw the dernolition and dismantling of 

Dave's World. There was relatively little fanfare, no protests, few media representatives, 

and not a police officer in sight. A bulldozer operated by a fnend of Alexander's scraped 

the site to bare ground as Alexander and a small group of fiiends packed some of his 

belongings in a truck and thtew the last piece of Dave's World into a rented dumpster 

(see photographs on page 95). Tt's over," said Dave. 



Initially, 1 felt this economic turn threatened my discursive analysis. 1 had understood the 

ccinflict's outcomes primarily as rhetorical accomplishments; the result of creative 

composition, diction, discourse and epistemological privilege. But Karl Marx had 

crashed the party; had kicked in the totten door to (re)announce the centrality of 

economics. The famous neo-Marxist phrase "in the last instance.. ." reverberated loudly. 

But it soon occurred to me that 1 was not attempting to displace economics with 

discourse. 1 was attempting to understand the conflict over Dave's World, whatever that 

might entail. My observations led me to conceive of the stniggle in discursive terms; the 

texts of the case were wcit large before me. Discourse ought not to be aiienated from 

economics any more tban it ought to be alienated h m  history or space. Indeed, the 

effects of discourse can readily be seen by mapping the influence that Marxist thought 

has had upon the world: his Communist Manijèsto has been called "one of the most 

violent and influentid pieces of radical literature ever written" (Downs, 1956: 87). 

Despite the obvious economic content of this latest maneuver on the part of District 

officiais, their actions are still predicated on and intertwined with discourse: District 

officials had to persuade themselves and others that this was a worthy purchase given the 
situation. When the possibility of purchasing the property was tint suggested in 1995, 

District officials argued that they did not need the property and it was "a purchase we 

cannot justifi to tax payers."'m However, some $65,682 worth of janitorial and police 

services later, the District appears to have spent this much money again-'justification to 

the tax payers' is presented as the dire need to neutralize the dangers andlor disgraces of 

Dave's World. The expenditures are not open to public-municipal debate. 

A conversation with the property's fonner owner Ulrich Zeaker revealed that the District 

used the clean-up bill as leverage in the negotiations to purchase the site. As per the 

agreement, however, Zenker was bound not to reveal details Like the purchase pri~e.'~' 

These negotiations, like the District's decision to purchase the property, are deliberated 

and deiivered in discourse. As Miller contends, "realities are negotiated in talk" 
(1993:350, emphasis added). 

Maple Ridge In-Camcra Meetiag Miutes, November 14, 19W, p. 2. "' F m  a converstaion with Uirich 2enltcr* Ianuary 2000. 



Tbete is little doubt that if Alexander had had subsîantial economic resources at his 
disposai the entire confiict may well have played out differently. He may have complied 
wiîh the many dmiands of tbe District; he may have retained a bank of lawyers to 
translate his case into legalese; or he may have simply purchad another site and moved 
Dave's World. But such is always the case; the point here is that Alexander did not have 

tbose economic tesaurces at his disposal, and this lack has played an integrai role in the 
conflict. 

Cornplaint letter received by the District of Maple Ridge 







abject h m  movement, and present h m  pst. These are the boundaties constricthg the 

'strict wnstnictionists' to Best's (1993) analyticai amichair. 

Dave's World was ciangetous. As the conflict escalateci, the site was investeci with great 

symbolic content. In addition to becoming an eyesore, a disgrace, a museum, a junk-pile, 

and a &rager to the public, Dave's World became a statk symbol of resistance; an 

aesthetic dedaration of defiance, deviance and denial. We must see Dave's World as a 

potent statement; an oh-so-readable aesthetic proclamation of resistance. Alexander 

became a cuit hem, and Dave's World was martyred in the minds of many. A social 

space is lost; a legend is bom. hnically, the Mayor and councilors who presided over 

the conflict, many of whom were voted out of office in the November 1999 election, may 

be remembered more for their mle in the conflict over Dave's World than any other 

political act of their office. Some members of the new Council have sympathized with 

the pmponents of Dave's World, although it is of course politically sawy and safe to do 

so in eulogy. 

I b m  and Kitsuse's program for studying social problems is usefd for identi@ing, 

describing and comparing the rhetoricai and veniacular features of claims. The 

applicability of their mode1 across cases provides good evidence of the existence of 

macro level discourses. But discourses are historically and geographicaily contingent and 

subject to speakers' preferences and abilities. Discourses are cultural artifacts and 

productive tools, and the discursive is an arsenal of creative weaponry. 

Analysîs who wish to funiish the reader with an understanding of social phenomena 

(rather than just a description) must go beyond the micro-features of rhetoric to situate 

discourse in historical ancilor spatial contexts. This requiiis violating the ontological 

boudaries of barra and Kitsuse's program-a practice 1 highly recommend. Examining 

the conflict in terms of both vmacuiar content and historical discourses provideci a 

means to comprehend the co~ections between the macm and the micro, and prevented 

the bracketing of one in favor of the other. Ignoring the devance of the two most 

fundamental axes of out world-he and spacein order to cloak one's observations in 

a fictional objectivity seerns, as Hazelrigg (1993) has noted, incornmensunite with the 

cost. 
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1 have tentatively situated the discursive constructions of Dave's World in several 

contexts to wnclude that discourse, histoxy, action and geography are inseparable. But I 

have only just begun to wmprehend how a messy yard led to the police-assisted 

cleansing of Dave's World. As 1 had H d e y  say at the outset of this thesis: "However 

elegant and mernorable, brevity can never, in the nature of things, do justice to al1 the 

facts of a complex situation" (1958: vii). 

In many ways 1 have circumscribed one of the conflict's central characters: David 

Alexander. But Alexander is implicit throughout the analysis. Dave is, more than 

anyone, the raison d'être of the conflict. He is the provocateur de force who elicited, 

incited and invited the detractors and protectors of Dave's World. His creative panache, 

popular appeal and ability to tender cmtive and compelling claims were prerequisites for 

the endurance and popularity of the conflict. Likewise Alexander's exceptional tenacity 

evoked the violence that underlies d l  the little and large d e s  of government for al1 to 

see. Here was the ultimatc wapon of control unsheathed and exercised-to clean up 

Dave's yard. And Alexander (re)posed the timeless question: what is beauty? 

Update: Alexander has recently been acquitted of obstruction of justice charges stemming 

h m  the January 22,1998 police intervention at Dave's World. Mer hearing fiom 

numerous witnesses and viewing police videotape of the scene, the Judge concluded that 

the testimony of police officers was unreliable and not corroborated by the police 

videotape. Moreover, the police's failure to read the injunction to protesters befoe 

tackling and artesting several members of the public (icluding Alexander), led to a 

verdict of 'not guilty.' Alexander is wntemplating a civil suit for what he cdls the 

unlawfiil thefi and destruction of his property. Law often cuts both ways. As one mi& 

expect, the conflict over Dave's World is agaidstüi a matter of publidmedia interest as 

letters and articles continue to appear in the local newspapers. The nwnber of newspaper 

articles published on the confüct d its characters has risen h m  207, at the tirne my 

current data coiiection concluded, to over 230. 



Upon Vacating Dave's World, Alexander moved some of his coliection into storage at his 

residence in Mission. The pmperty has since been inspectai severai times and deemed in 

violation of Mission's "Untidy Premises By-law." Alexander has taken great pains to 

accommodate inspectors, but has found himself in a battie with the landlord, who has 

been told by the District of Mission that he wili be billed for any and aH impending clean- 

up costs. The outcomes of this dispute are yet to be seen. 

While 1 have sought not to bracket the context in which the contlict bkes place, 1 have 

ultimately and inevitably done just that. The entire project was a matter of namwing and 

distilling and condensing and filtering information into this arguably perfunctory 

analysis. Among the numerow axes and dimensions that remain unexplored are the 

biographical and/or psychological accounts of those involved in the conflict and the 

effects and outcomes and rationales of forma1 politics as per Alexander's campaigns for 

the mayod seat. Additionally, 1 have liberally referenced media accounts of the confiict 

without exploring the media's role in the making and remaking of ûave's World, Dave 

and the conflict. As with other lines of analysis, an account of the media could easily 

constitute another thesis. But such is social life and thereby social contlict: it is a 

complex nexus of interweaving, truncating, intersecting, clashing, veecing, colliding, 

accelerathg and decelerating ûajectories lwsely pattemed across the space-tirne 

continuum (no more box diagrams please). 

In answer to the question-How does a junky yard lead to large-sale police 

intervention?-1 first offer an observation of pemnal learning drawn h m  Ragin (1994: 

3 1): "Social life is infinitely complex. Every situation, every story is unique." As 1 

conclude my own social reconstruction of the conflict over Dave's World, 1 see the 

d y s t  as constantiy engaged in a process of distillation. The more conscious one is of 

that quisite activity, the more conscientious one may be in cafiying it out Although 1 

have not offered a t i '  ' m e r '  to the research question, 1 hope to have cIar5ed the 

complexity of the question and pointeci teaden toward fruitful and interesthg areas of 

inq*. 



1 do not h o w  whether Dave's World shouid have corne to pass nor in what fasbion. 1 do 

know that in xnany respects Alexander ancl his supporters were successfiil. They were 

successfiil in their bid to stake a clab to reaiiîy-îhey occupied Dave's World and 

invested it with meaning; they created a d  re-created the site as a place of living and 

leaming and trading and talking and fighting; they opened up a community space. 

Dave's World was a public institution. 

William Matthews, Abbotsford (affidavit number 1 12) 

Patricia Mills, Abbotsford (affdavit number 72) 

Crystal Meyer, Mission (affidavit number 301) 





APPENDIX A: Copy of the Umtghtly-Uiii By-lm of Maple Ridge 

PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLüMBIA 

TKE CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT OF MAPLE RIDGE 

B m î ï  Ho. 952 - 1970 
A By-law t o  r e g u l a t e  u n t i d  and u n s i  h t l y  I 3 premises  i n  t h e  District O Maple R i  ge. 

WHEREAS it is deemed des i rab le  and necessary t o  regulate untidy 
and unsightly premises and t o  require t he  owner o r  occupier of r e a l  property t o  
remove therefrom any accumulation of f i l t h ,  discarded materials  o r  mbbish of 
any kind. 

NOW THEREFORE, t he  Council of the  Corporation of the D i s t r i c t  of 
Maple Ridge i n  open meeting assenbled, ENACTS AS FOLLOWS: 

1. In  t h i s  By-law, unless t he  context otherwise requises, the 
following words and phrases s h a l l  have the  meanIng hereinafter  
designated t o  th-: 

'DISCARDED MATEREUS" means derelect ,  discarded, unused o r  
inoperable vehicles, c r a f t s  and pa r t s  thereof, scrap metal, 
including a l 1  discarded, unused o r  inoperable metalic household 
appliances, including stoves, bedsteads, s imi la r  matexials; glass ,  
ceramic materials;  scrap lumber and o ther  l i k e  material.  

No owner o r  occupier of r e a l  property s h a l l  allow property they 
own o r  occupy t o  become untidy o r  unsightly. 

No owner o r  occupier s h a l l  accumulate o r  permit or  cause t o  
accumulate f i l t h ,  discarded materials  o r  rubbish of any kind on 
the  ptopecty they own o r  occupy. 

The owners o r  accupiers of r e a l  property, o r  t h e i r  agents, s h a l l  
remove from the s a id  r e a l  property any accumulation of f i l t h ,  
discarded materials  o r  rubbish of any kind and i n  defaul t  of such 
removal t he  Municipality, by i t s  workmen o r  others ,  may en ter  and 
e f f e c t  such removal a t  t he  expense of t he  persons so  defaul t ing 
and i f  the person so defaul t ing Éai l s  t a  pay such expenses t o  the 
Municipality on o r  before t he  31st  day of December i n  any year, 
such expenses s h a l l  be added t o  and form pa r t  of the taxes payable 
i n  respect  of  t h a t  r e a l  property, a s  taxes i n  a r rears .  

Every person who offends against  any o f  t he  provisions of t h i s  By- 
law, o r  who su f f e r s  o r  p e m i t s  any a c t  o r  thing t o  be done i n  
contravention o r  re f ra ins  frorn doing anything required t a  be done 
by any of t he  provisions of  t h i s  By-law, o r  who does any a c t  o r  
thing which v io l a t e s  any of  t h e  provisions of t h i s  By-law s h a l l  be 
deemed t o  be g u i l t y  of  an i n f r ac t ion  o f  t h i s  By-law and s h a l l  be 
l i a b l e  t o  t h e  penal t ies  hereby imposed, 

5 . ( i )  Ewery person uho commits an offence aga ins t  t h i s  By-law is l i a b l e  
t o  a f ine  and a penalty not  exceeding One Hundred Dollars 
($100.00) and costs,  o r  i n  de fau l t  of payment thereof, o r  i n  t he  
alternatLwe, t o  imprisonment f o r  any period not  exceeding two 
months. 



By-law No. 952 - 1970 
Page 2. 

5. (ii) Where a n  offence aga ins t  tus By-law is of a cont inuing nature,  it 
s h a l l  be lawful  f o r  t h e  convict ing Judge, i n  h i s  d i sc re t ion ,  t o  
impose a f i n e  a g a i n s t  t h e  offender,  no t  exceeding f i f t y  d o l l a r s  
(S50.00) f o r  each day such offence i s  continued by him. 

7. That By-law No. 933 - 1969 is hereby rescinded. 

8. This  By-law maybe c i t e d  f o r  a l 1  purposes a s  "Maple Ridge 
Regulation of Untidy and Unsightly Premises By-law No. 952 - 
1970." 

9. This  By-Law s h a l l  corne i n t o  f u l l  f o r c e  and e f f e c t  upon adoption of 
t h e  by-law. 

READ a f i r s t  t h e  t h i s  10 th  day of February, A.D., 1970. 

READ a second t i m e  t h i s  10 th  day of February, A.D., 1970. 

READ a t h i r d  time t h i s  24th day of February, A.D., 1970. 

RECONSIDERED, f i n a l l y  passed, signed and t h e  s e a l  of t h e  Corporation 
a f f i x e d  t h i s  10 th  day of March, A.D., 1970. 



Appendh B: Infonnatiun and Conrent Statementsfir Research Participants 
I 

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY 1 
FACULTY OF ARTS 
SCHOOL OF CRIMiNOUKIY 

BURNABY. BRITISH COLUMBIA 
CANADA V M  I S6 
Tekphon: (604) 291-3213 
Fu: (601) 291-4 140 

Statement of Iaformrtion Preparsd for Potential Interviewees 
PriwipiiRcrcuckr: 
J8y Joms. GrduMe Snidad 
School o f  Criminology 
Simon Fnscr Univmity 
8888 University h i ve  
Bumaby. B.C. VSA ISb 
Telephone: (604) Ut-8161 
Emiil: jsjon@sFu.er 
Sciiar Srpcwbor of Tbmb Pmjecî: 
Dr. John Lowrmn. Rafessor 
School o f  Criminoi6sy. Simon Frucr Univmity 
Sopewbor o l T k i b  Pmjcrt: 
Dr. Ted Pllys, Rof- 
Schoal o f  Criminolagy, Simon Fnar University 

The University and those c4nducting this prajcEt nibocnk to the ethicil conducc o f  m w c h  uid to the 
protection at dl times o f  the intcrcstq canfm uid rrftty of  wbjects. This fonn and the infonnrtion it conuins 
an givcn to you for your own proacction urd full uakrsMding o f  tk produres. Acknowledgemcnt o f  this 
statcmcnt will signify thu you have k c n  infmed o f  rhe puiposc. possibk risks, and possible kncfits o f  this 
n ~ u c h  pmjecc that you have hd depuwc ogpomnity to eonridcr ihe infomution; and thit you voluntuily 
agme to prticipatc in the projeci. -.--.--- 
The purpose of  this  surc ch is to gain i îùlkr undasundimg o f  dit dynmics o f  civil and nguluory law in the 
contatt o f  municipal ~vcmulcc. nit nuin FOcus of  thc itscuch is the conflict that ~ r o ~  knucm David 
Alexander and the Maple Ridge Municipl Council, 
The bu gathcrcd in this nseaich pmjecî will k uscd iuid publishaî in a Mastcrs Thesis with the Schml of 
Criminology at Simon Fruer Univmity, d it may iIso k uscd in ihe publication o f  a book or articles on the 
sime subjcct. 
Puiicipuits may wiihdnw h thc nourch pruxss ai uiy tifne, and hivt  the nght to confidcntiality and 
anonymity when possibk and desid. The d mrccnilo will k hcld confidcntiil by ihc mearcher, but 
the findings o f  the resarch w l  not k held caifidmîid. 
Participuits mny rcgiskr uiy camphint ihy nuy have rbaui thc rrrcrrch with Jay Jones-& principlc 
trscurhcr, uid wlih [k. Robat Gadai, DUoctMdttit Sdiool of Cnmiholw, Simon Fmwr University. 
ïhe rrscuch forthis pojtct will k caduclcd knma Novcmkrof 1998 8nd August of 1999. 
PutKipuus may repuest and rcccive a -of h e  publirbcd fmdingr by conmcting the principlc meuchcr, Jiy 
Joms, 
Puiicipants will k infonncd in a t imly  fahiai by the piacipk nowck, of  any infonnition that may bc 
rckvint to ihtiucontind infonned conwm to puiicipac in this pjoct. 
Having kni ulred by J8y Jam, a gndurc rmdcnt of thc S c h l  o f  Cnminology, Simon Fmwr University, to 
prnicipue in thii meuçh pmjc~, ud undcnrindk the tcmu of dut puticipuian, 1 agm to k intcrviewed 
with mpcct to the meuçh topic. 
fhm is 8 wy mnoce p i b i l i t y  cha dit ineircha will k oidcisd by 8 court or odKf public body to mal 
confidanUl infomuiion. In tbe unlikely mnt Umt thi~ Qa hipgcn. cbc Univmity is obliged to p v i &  l e p l  
dvi i  nprrsenution, ud /or indcnnificrtian to dit r c s a r c k  in def'ding qainst such a challenge to 
r d c m i c  hrcdom. In thc unlikcly eucnttbit binc efîhts 6il. and the rrxuckf is oidcrrd to mal 
confidcntml infonnit i i  by 8 court aadKIpublic body, riid fuemcher(Jiy Jona) will rnk an ethical i decisiinoitodoso. 
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